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Abstract
This research study takes a dive into teaching students in a physical education and health
setting where students are viewed as the center of learning. As teachers we need to understand
that we are a tool and can benefit students greatly along their educational journey. We as
educators need to continuously be striving for a growth mind set to better ensure that we reach as
many students as we possibly can. This study specifically looks at how one can make themselves
a better leader of the classroom through data collection and analysis. I formulated this study
around three main questions:
1. How can I create a classroom environment that is conducive toward culturally responsive
learning for all students?
2. How can I increase my opportunities for students to experience high leverage practice
within my lesson plans?
3. How can I improve my classroom management skills to create more time on task for
students?
Data was collected from mentor and university supervisor feedback, lesson plans from the
duration of my teaching, and finally from video recordings of myself leading and instructing in
the classroom.
Keywords: Differentiation, High Leverage Practice, Classroom Management, Active
Learning, Teacher-Centered, Student-Centered
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Chapter One
Introduction

Schools are a pathway for students to learn about themselves, prepare for life outside of
the educational system, and gain knowledge to empower themselves. A teacher’s job is to help
students navigate these three important tasks throughout their time in school. Teachers use tools
such as assessments, assignments, lesson plans, curriculum, video, and other resources to help
students experience a well-rounded educational environment. Through the use of these tools,
teachers have the ability to modify or alter their teaching to help benefit the learning needs of the
students in the classroom. Students are all individuals, meaning that they learn in different ways
and at different speeds. One part of a teacher’s job is to help students learn about who they are
and who they can be. Learning needs of students are going to vary depending on the class, so
teachers have to be able to adapt lessons, assignments, and assessments to meet these needs. If a
student knows how it is that they best retain information, then it gives that student a better
chance of growing as an individual. I was a student who did not know how to describe my
feelings well or tell someone what I was thinking verbally, but I was able to write it. Reading out
loud at a young age was something that I was not good at. It got to the point where I was placed,
two different times, in supplemental reading classes. Various tests revealed that I could read at or
above grade level. I was able to comprehend in my head what was going on but had trouble
reading it out loud. It was the act of reading aloud that was difficult for me and needed to be
worked on. It was not that I was not being seen or noticed by my teachers or educators, I just
struggled with conveying my thoughts to others. Through various resources, assessments, lessons
and helpful teachers I was able to work through this problem of verbally speaking out loud.
Teachers have the unique opportunity to help people figure out who they are in life and who that
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they aspire to become. Specifically, K-12 students are going through drastic developmental
stages throughout all grades. This is why I say that schools are pathways for students to learn
about themselves, prepare for their lives after school, and gain the resources to empower them to
lead successful lives.
I grew up in what would be described as a traditional rural, blue-collar community.
Roseburg, Oregon was built off the logging and mill industries. The high school I went to was
large for Oregon, two thousand students, and primarily made up of white students, teachers, and
administrators. Diversity of culture, belief, and religion were not aspects that I was familiar with.
Thinking specifically about my teachers from kindergarten to twelfth grade, I had primarily
female teachers, which has been a common theme and topic throughout my time in school. This
topic specifically is discussed in a reading by Tolley and Beadie (2006). This article discussed
factors of education in the southern U.S. during 1800-1850; mainly that the increase in
educational demand lengthened out the duration of the school years. Men, at the time, were
viewed as needing to be in the fields working for the families, leaving women to teach the
children (2006). Connecting my community that I described to what Tolley and Beadie said, I
see this in my own background of education and teaching. My mother and sister are both in
education, one is a teacher and the other is a counselor. I believe that this has a lot to do with
why I am getting into education and have a passion for helping others.
The original purpose of Brown v. The board of Education aligns with various aspects of
my outlook on education, with the purpose that all individuals deserve an equal and fair
opportunity at education. Something that has stuck with me since learning about it is that Brown
vs. The Board of Education was not all positive outcomes. In Brown v. The Board of Education,
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled unanimously that racial segregation in public schools violated the
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Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution. What happened after the decision of Brown V. The
Board was not what I believe Brown was intending when Brown wanted to see change. LadsonBillings (2004) discusses job loss and displacement for black teachers, and the re-birth of black
inferiority. Far from what Brown was wanting in terms of educational reform, actually it resulted
in the opposite in some ways and caused educational systems to go backwards. Originally, in my
mind, only positive came from the court’s ruling of Brown V. The Board, but I now know that is
not the truth. Teachers need to critically think about our own thoughts, as well as the work of
others to better understand where education is currently at and what has happened in the past that
we can learn from. Know what you are getting into and being taught. It is good to have your own
opinion, but still be open minded to others. Teachers have the ability to help students discover
who they are, how they learn, what they like to learn about, and prepare students for life after
school. The ability of a teacher to modify lessons, assignments, assessments and the classroom
environment to meet the learning needs of students is keeping a growth mindset. As teachers we
have to be aware of who students are as people and as learners.
Education For All Students
All students deserve to have the opportunity for an equal education. It is my belief that all
students should have the right to choose if they want to receive higher education, but for K-12 I
believe that students need to go to school. In schools today systemic oppression is a major issue
and is something that I would like to address head-on in my own classroom. I believe that the
best way to counter systemic oppression is to be aware of it. Understanding what systemic
oppression is and how to combat it in your classroom as well as school will increase equal
learning opportunities for all students. Systemic oppression is intentionally putting groups of
people at a disadvantage depending on their identity, often based on race, gender, sexual
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orientation, and language, all while putting members of a dominate group at an advantage for
success. Modern day classrooms still have these issues in them. As educators we need to be
aware of how students identify and who they are as people to help them grow as learners.
In schools it is important to bring in multiple cultures, various viewpoints, and aspects of
the community that surround students on a daily basis. It is also important to make students
aware of culture and communities outside of the one that they are living in. Physical education
and Health are two subjects in school that have this ability to bring community and culture
together to help students learn and grow. Sport and food are two elements of culture and
community that are extremely relevant and give a good look into other people’s lives all while
learning about yourself and who you are as a person. Being able to teach physical education and
health will give me the ability to bring in specific games, dances, foods, and music from cultures
around the world to promote inclusion of all students. Discussing movement in ways that are
going to relate to your students outside of the classroom will help to bring the community and
the class together. Specific health facts that are related to the same age ranges as your students
and from within the community they live in will build a meaningful connection. Teachers need to
be a part of the community in which they are teaching. As Walker (2001) says, one of the best
ways to advocate for something is to be a part of the community, and I intend to do this in order
to advocate for anti-racist polices and equal opportunities for student overall. To bring learning
full circle for students, educators need to know what their students are doing outside of school, as
well as what environment they are growing up in. Connecting in-class material to the community
and what your students are going to care about will help increase motivation levels in my
classroom. High motivation levels in my classroom are going to mean more joy that students will
experience while learning. I feel that students want to learn and succeed in school; as leaders of
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the classroom, if we can find what motivates our students to learn, then they are going to find
more joy in their educational experience overall. Students will learn if they know how to.
Having authentic experiences within your community is going to connect you and your
students to help create a quality educational experience. Educators need to be aware of the
community in which we and our students are living. I grew up in a small community as I have
discussed prior. This showed me that a strong community and support of others can build a wellrounded educational environment for students and teachers. Teachers need to be diverse and
experienced with multiple cultures and diversities, this is something that I continuously work to
learn about and grow in my own personal teaching. Becoming aware of various cultures,
traditions and community traditions to better support my students and connect their learning to
what is important to them as people. Teachers need to push their boundaries and open their
minds to new teaching strategies, theories, methods, or classroom management activities. Some
of these can come from being a part of the community and experiencing different cultural events.
During K-12 school teachers should be preparing students for life outside of the classroom.
Teachers need to bring real world experiences and connections into the classroom material,
creating a full circle learning experience that can be applied to daily life.
Foundationally a person needs to learn how something works or start at the basic level
before becoming more advanced. For example, a person learns to crawl before they walk and
walk before, they run. It is my belief that making sure all students have a common understanding
of what is expected in the classroom. For example, all students need to have a clear
understanding of what classroom behavior is acceptable and what is not acceptable. By making
this clear and continuously reinforcing it will establish a safe and responsible learning
environment for all students and the teacher. To “get to the bottom of something” means to figure
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out what happened or where something came from involves breaking the situation or object to
figure out where the problem is from or what the cause is thinking or learning from the bottom
up. Leading from the bottom-up is having the ability as an instructor to understand what you are
teaching your students and meet all your students’ learning needs. Through breaking down an
overarching unit into appropriate lesson plans it allows students to slowly understand, problem
solve, and gain competence on a subject or task. It is up to me as the teacher to meet all student’s
needs. Another part of leading from the bottom up is understanding your students. As an
educator I need to know about my students outside of the classrooms as well as inside. Each
individual student may be motivated differently, and it is up to me as the teacher to find what
these various motivational means are. Jeanne Ormrod says, “Motivation to learn classroom
subject matter isn’t necessarily something that students bring to school with them—it can
definitely be something that teachers instill in students.” (Ormrod , 2012, p. 506) Teachers must
enjoy and find fulfillment in educating others and working with students. The process of helping
another learn or gain knowledge that they did not have prior to entering my classroom is
something I personally find great joy in. As an educator it is my job to provide a well-rounded
educational experience for my students. This means not only teaching them subject content but
being aware of their lives outside of your classroom. It is my belief that caring for students and
providing available resources for them is also part of teaching beyond the curriculum.
Learning is something that over time needs to be taken into someone’s own hands. Part of
what teachers do in the classroom is help students gain the skills and ability to become their own
educators. I have come across a reading by Hooks (1994) suggesting the idea of understanding
who you are before you can teach or help others. Knowing where you stand on academic theory
and what you want to apply in the classroom is going to help you provide the education
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experience that your students deserve. Combining real life experiences and classroom material
will connect a student's education to something that is concrete and figuratively tangible.
educators need to be flexible and meet the learning needs or our students as they navigate their
educational experience. This article made me think a lot about my time in education, why I am
going into education, what are my best and worst values as a teacher, what my best and worst
teachers did when I was a student, and what I want out of getting into education. Reflecting on
your personal experience in education and reflecting on your time as a teacher is something I
want to continuously make sure is regular practice in my teaching.
The Modern-Day Classroom
During my time in undergraduate school, I was figuring out who I was as a student and
where I wanted to go in life and my educational career. I knew education and giving back what I
received from my time in school was something that I wanted to do. My time in this master’s
program has helped me feel prepared for the future of education. I feel ready to meet the needs of
all students in my classroom and provide a quality learning environment. Students in today’s
classrooms are far more experienced with the use of technology than when I was in K-12
classrooms. Schools should be a pathway for students to learn about themselves, how to live a
healthy life, and gain knowledge to empower them for life. Teachers should help students
develop both educationally, and as a person. As teachers, it is our job to help students learn about
themselves. Physical education and health provide an environment that can foster both
educational growth and development as a person. Students are provided with opportunities to
gain knowledge about health, relationships, problem solving, and movement. Physical education
and health are two subjects that provide students with the information and skills to live an active
and healthy life.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at effective teaching and teacher growth in their discipline. I searched for research
on differentiation because, throughout my own learning, having access to a multitude of learning
opportunities and material has provided the best overall and well-rounded educational
experiences. I also searched for studies on high leverage practice because these practices go
beyond just helping students learn critical content, they also focus on social and emotional
development within the context of teaching. Additionally, because I would be studying my own
practice and focusing on these ideas in my endorsement area, I looked for studies that indicated
the kinds of instruction that are effective for classroom management within a gym setting.
This literature review addresses my knowledge of these concepts as a foundation for my
understanding to set goals and grow in my own teaching. I especially looked for research that
described effective strategies for each area and gave examples of how it might work in a
classroom. Application of this research was an essential part in building my own knowledge base
for this project.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on
differentiation was included if it contained the following descriptors: teaching and instruction.
This search yielded 2,724 relevant articles. To narrow my findings and make them more specific
to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles that discussed equity and
differentiated instruction. More specifically, I focused on articles that were no older than 2010,
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unless the articles were cited by a large number of others, and the more recent the better. If this is
the case it will often mean that the information within the article or research finding is still being
discussed and used, making it more reliable. From there, I looked for articles that supported subthemes that emerged from the major articles in my literature review.
To integrate into a literature review, I developed a graphic organizer and separated
research into three major sub themes: 1) differentiation, 2) high leverage practices, and 3)
classroom management specifically in a gym setting. I read each article to determine how it fit
within these broad thematic categories, and then, through a process of reading and rereading for
salient features of each study, I determined the subheadings in the literature review. My intent
was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to systematically reduce broad
understandings of pedagogy to specifically understand how these themes are presented in various
forms of research about teaching students in physical education and health in a middle and high
school setting. The sub themes under the major theme of differentiation are: 1) culturally
responsive pedagogy, 2) English language learners, and 3) teacher-centered approaches versus
student-centered approaches of learning. The sub themes that emerged with the second major
theme, high leverage practices are: 1) active learning 2) group discussion 3) group dynamics.
The sub themes that emerged from studying classroom management specifically in a gym setting
are: 1) curriculum development in a physical education classroom 2) teacher techniques 3) social
interaction. For these sub-sections, I initially searched the EBSCO database for articles that met
the keyword criteria listed above, along with conducting a search for books in the database of the
Hamersly Library at Western Oregon University. After finding these books and articles, I handsearched their reference lists as sources to find additional related articles and books.
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Differentiation
Several studies discussed how modern-day classrooms are shifting in terms of the
students who make up the population within these rooms. Classrooms today are statistically
culturally, linguistically, ethnically, and economically more diverse students than ever (Digital
Promise Global, 2021). Studies have shown that modern day teachers are frequently offering one
way of learning and not able or willing to offer multiple avenues for students to show their
retention of knowledge (2021). The chart below, with permission from Digital Promise Global,
shows that modern day classrooms often consist of middle-class teachers who are monolingual
English speakers, and the students who make up these modern-day classrooms are becoming
more diverse. (2021)
Figure 1
Classroom Diversity

Specifically, when I was doing research on differentiation, I noticed that a few common
themes appeared. The first was that a lot of discussion is needed around the concept and what is
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culturally responsive pedagogy. By doing this, both the strengths of the teacher and more
importantly the student are being kept in mind to create a well-rounded educational experience.
Second, with the percentages of diverse students increasing in today’s classrooms, specifically
English language learners, differentiation is as crucial as ever for teachers to consider and
implement (Onyishi, C. N. & Sefotho, M. M., 2020). Lastly, when looking at differentiation, the
aspect of teacher-centered versus student-centered instruction was an element that was discussed
at lengths. Creating a classroom and leading a classroom that is based around the students and
engages the students with the material, their peers, and the teacher all to create a quality
educational experience that takes the needs of all students into mind.
Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
three sub-themes. First, I discuss culturally responsive pedagogy because it looks at and
encompasses the engagement and teaching of all students. Second, I consider research on
English Language Learners because from reading over the studies it appears to be the fastest
growing percentage of students in modern day classrooms. Finally, I looked at research on
teacher-centered versus student-centered classrooms because this looks at getting away from the
traditional model of a teacher-led classroom where the teacher talks and the students listen.
A Review of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Culturally responsive pedagogy is a student-centered approach in teaching, where
teachers and students identify strengths to help promote success within the classroom (Valiandes,
Neophytou & Hajisoteriou, 2018). Culture is an overall aspect that determines how we think,
behave, believe without being consciously aware of it. This is meaningful within a classroom
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dynamic because of the level of diversity within cultures and abilities. Often when individuals
are from culturally diverse groups, they are asked to adopt the national culture to blend in.
We rather propose that differentiation of instruction should be set in the context of
a culturally responsive pedagogy. Accordingly, we suggest the adoption of
(inter)culturally differentiated teaching as the cornerstone of improvement in
culturally diverse classrooms. To this end, the emerging blended educational
approach not only allows for the optimum didactical approach that caters for all
individual students’ learning needs. It also sensitizes teachers towards cultural
issues and challenges them to look at their classrooms and students through
cultural filters. (Valiandes, Neophytou & Hajisoteriou, 2018)
This allows teachers to build an environment and framework for students to value
multiple cultural viewpoints and empower critical thinking, questions, and critical analysis
within the information they are being taught rather than blindly accepting the information that is
in front of them. This allows teachers to build a unique cultural worldview within their classroom
with a focus on empathetic relationships with cultures from across the globe. In the late twentieth
century, the multicultural education movement became a battle against perpetual cultural
destruction, racism, and which knowledge or whose experiences will be a part of the publicschool curriculum (Christopher J. Kazanjian, 2019). Multicultural education argues that
educators must realize that they can shape cultural boundaries in the classroom for sharing
knowledge and understanding and having individuals present within the class who may have
personal experience or history within the curriculum (2019). This idea is a powerful tool for
educators and can provide a great foundation when creating lesson plans that provide
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opportunities for students to show empathy and be empowering when working inside of the
classroom environment.
One way that I intend to implement culturally responsive pedagogy is through allowing
students to have autonomy over the way they can demonstrate their understanding of the
curriculum (Roessingh, H., 2020). This can be done in multiple ways including creating a safe
and respectful environment for learning. This can be shown in my curriculum by allowing
opportunities for students to show personal expression as well as individualization in meeting
their learning goals. These choices may include presentations, videos, posters, speeches, and
group projects that can all be assessed with the same rubric.
A Review of Research on Teacher-Centered versus Student-Centered Instruction
The conventional approach, or a teacher-centered approach, focuses on the teacher’s
monologue rather than the dialogue between the teacher and the students (Wong, 2014). A
teacher-centered approach focuses on the lecture that is often one-directional and onedimensional. Everyone has experienced these types of classes and is often what individuals think
about when they think of mainstream learning. With this being the mainstream way of teaching,
it often means that teachers must overcome many habits, biases, or misconceptions about
teaching and lecture when covering a topic (Lesser, 2013).
Student-centered learning is allowing students to focus on their learning styles and use
them to help create a successful environment. Recent data has shown that students learn more
when interacting with their peers in groups and with open discussions in contrast with lecture
style courses (Eiland, 2018). Student-centered learning allows active learning strategies to be
used and increases the retention of student knowledge. It brings in culturally responsive
pedagogy and it gives students the opportunities to talk about their opinions or describe their
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understandings and allow growth in learning from someone else's perspective. Critical thinking
and problem solving is a crucial element of life. Being able to share your own thoughts as well as
take in the opinions of others is a valuable learning tool for teachers. As mentioned before, a
growth mindset is something that teachers continuously need to keep in order to help our
students understand how to build and refine their own ways of thinking. It is my belief that as
instructors we need to hold ourselves to the same standards and expectations as we hold our
students to. According to an article from Nichols (2006), “Constructive conversations, often
difficult and messy in nature, are the essence of this way of living.” Everyday conversation can
be irregular and hard to navigate. The more opportunities we give our students to learn and grow
through conversation the more they have to use verbal and thinking skills similar to real life.
Furthermore, a student-centered approach can support confidence and create a sense of
belonging. There are multiple studies that support both approaches and combine them to create
the best success. When teaching in a multi-cultural and dynamic classroom, it would be
beneficial to combine teacher- and student-centered approaches to create the most success and
support within the classroom.
I will be able to implement student-centered learning into my curriculum by looking at
the students in an individualized manner and providing multiple styles of learning into each
topic. Students all learn and communicate in different ways. For students to be successful and
enjoy learning in my classroom it is up to me as the teacher to know how all my students learn
best as well as where they need development. I cannot only target their strengths, but I also need
to work to build where they are needing development. It is at this point where we as educators
need to give students the tools to navigate a disagreement and the ability to work through this
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idea of conflict to reach a better overall result and understanding. I can do this by small group
discussions, jigsaw readings, and student-led discussions.
A Review of Research on English Language Learners
Developing a classroom that is student-centered and is based around culturally responsive
pedagogy has been an area of study for a while. There have been several findings and research
articles written on the success of English Language Learners (ELL) in classrooms that are
student-centered and formed around a culturally responsive pedagogy. A multicultural approach
to teaching values diversity and encourages critical thinking, reflection, and action. Through this
process it empowers students to think individually and work together to become active learners
(Nieto & Bode, 2018). From this I pull that valuing the students that are in your classroom
becomes a large part of developing a pedagogy that is student-centered, not only their needs but
also their desires and experiences that each individual student brings into the classroom.
Schools have several different programs, or structures, that they participate in when it
comes to educating and helping ELL students in modern day classrooms; one of the best and
most common ways appears to be a student-centered teaching. No matter how the school
approaches educating and helping the ELL student body, taking an approach of student-centered
learning is going to benefit the whole student. Using a student-centered approach may be more
effective compared to a teacher-centered approach. Perhaps, the degree of learner-centeredness
or teacher-centeredness is one factor that the teacher should consider in their classroom when he
or she teaches. Nevertheless, a mixed approach may be better than merely using either the
student-centered, or teacher-centered approach, especially in the teaching of ELL students
(Wong Gonzales, W. D. O., 2014). When students work together, they share their own thoughts
and knowledge around the content within the class and their own experiences outside of the
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classroom. Doing this allows all students, ELL and non-ELL students, to collaborate and define
their own path of knowledge and helps them to become critical thinkers and active learners.
Specially designing curriculum around the community and relating it to the population of
students who are in your classroom is going to allow students to make connections with the
material in class and their own lives. By doing this we are considering the lives and experiences
of all of our students that make up our classrooms to help create a well-rounded educational
experience that has concrete value outside of the classroom.
Summary
The literature that has been reviewed here indicates that there is a lot of discussion and
research going into differentiation in modern day schools. Research that suggests that working to
find ways to best create a culturally responsive classroom to include all students and their needs
develops a welcoming and safe environment for learning. Teachers need to be able to reach all
students, developing a student-centered approach to instruction gives students the ability to
participate within the context of the lesson to grasp the material, information, and take away
valuable knowledge on their own terms.
Given the findings of this literature review, the next section will investigate what high
leverage practices are beneficial in cultivating a classroom that is focused on differentiation,
culturally responsive pedagogy, ELL students, and a student-centered approach to teaching.
Specifically, this next section will discuss active learning, strategies to lead an effective group
discussion, and how group dynamics play a role in using various forms of high leverage practices
in the classroom.
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High Leverage Practice, specifically leading discussion
The next step that I took in conducting research was to look at various articles that are all
centered around the major theme of High Leverage Practices (HLP). From looking at research
done on HLP, I came up with three sub themes that appeared while reading various articles and
research studies around the best use of HLP in classrooms. High leverage practices focus on
more than just the content within the curriculum. High leverage practice also focuses on
students’ social and emotional needs, or development, as well as their educational goals. Data
suggests that students learn more when interacting with their peers (Brownell, M. T., Ciullo. S.,
Kennedy, M. J., 2021). Moreover, active learning can provide opportunities to motivate students
(Svinicki et al. 2014). If students have choice in their learning and are willing to participate with
their peers for the means of learning, then students are being held accountable for their own
education. In turn, students are active participants in their learning through group discussion and
peer interactions within the context of the classroom curriculum.
Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
three sub-themes. First, I discuss active learning and its value in providing a well-rounded
educational experience for students that focuses on the student taking control of their learning
and not simply receiving information from the teacher. Second, I consider research on group
discussion because classrooms need to have student-to-student interactions and incorporate
communication to build on the aspects of social and emotional development that build on key
elements of HLP. Finally, I looked at research on group dynamics in health and physical
education classrooms because knowing the students that make up your classroom will guide how
to best set up lessons. Focusing on who your students are will help to provide the best
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educational experiences for your students and help students to gain the information in ways that
best suits their learning styles.
A Review of Active Learning
While doing this research on active learning I came to the idea, from Odum, Meaney &
Knudson (2020) that incorporating active learning within a lesson is giving the students
opportunities to interact with their peers around the content within that lesson. Giving students
time to communicate with their peers and participate in discussion to build on their social and
emotional skills, as well as the knowledge of the content in the class is important for learning
(2020). Among the recent trends in curriculum development and teaching methods is the idea
that it is necessary to shift from the concept of teaching to the concept of learning. The shift from
learning based on merely listening to the teacher to active learning is based on the positive
participation of the learner (Alsarayreh, R. S. 2021). Focusing on student learning and how
students are going to best benefit from student-led classrooms needs to be of high importance in
today’s setting. Teachers need to put aside the idea of lecturing students nonstop and adopt the
idea of letting students have autonomy within the classroom and lead their own learning. In turn,
student motivation toward learning will increase and student participation in classroom
discussion will also increase (O’Neil & Boyce, 2018). Active learning strategies help the learner
to have a role in various classroom activities instead of having a passive role as a recipient of
information based on teacher-led instruction (Alsarayreh, R. S. 2021). Students need to have an
active role in their learning and making sure to build these opportunities within a lesson will
cultivate an all-inclusive learning environment for students to participate in.
Using appropriate active learning strategies in the end will not only increase students'
social and emotional needs, but it will also increase their memory and overall retention of the
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content (Culp, Oberlton, Porter, 2020) you are wanting students to take away from your class.
Active learning requires students to complete meaningful learning activities while thinking about
the task at hand that is related to the content inside of the lesson. As mentioned before, active
learning in classrooms can enhance students’ memory of the content within their courses and is a
learning and teaching method that is valued by students (du Rocher, A. R. 2020). Using teaching
methods that increase students’ retention of the material and are proven to be valued by students
are methods that I want to use inside of my future classrooms. Providing students with the
opportunity to value their learning is going to keep students motivated to come back to your
classroom wanting to learn more. Leading students in a manner that keeps their attention,
motivates them to learn, promotes social and emotional development, and is going to increase
retention of information incorporates all aspects for a well-rounded educational experience.
Through reading research, a common and highly effective way to lead active learning is
through group, both whole class and small group discussion (Yüksel & Tuncel, 2017). Group
discussion is an active learning strategy that promotes student-to-student interactions within your
classroom and builds on the social and emotional needs of high leverage practices. High leverage
practices in a classroom go beyond a teacher-led classroom and in turn give students more access
to problem solving through the information that is being shared with them, allowing for students
to develop critical thinking skills along with their skills and knowledge of the classroom
material.
A Review of Group Discussion
Active learning with a focus on group discussion is a highly effective and researched area
in teaching. Lecture discussion uses a method of giving students a foundation of knowledge that
relates to facts and concepts around a body of knowledge. Lecture can be important in supporting
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active learning when a teacher is able to make it possible to take notes, open questions and
provide opportunities to become active listeners (Sudarmika, Santyasa, & Divayana, 2020).
Group discussion within a classroom is an instructional strategy that involves students sharing
ideas on various topics or a strategy that utilizes the interaction of peers as the primary means to
achieve the learning objective (Mutrofin, Degeng, Ardhana, & Setyosari, 2017). Students all
learn and communicate in different ways. It is evident that teaching methods and the
characteristics, social and emotional learning is linked because the understanding of these plays a
role in creating success for your students. For students to be successful and enjoy learning in a
classroom setting, that classroom needs to be set up in a way that benefits all students in the
classroom. Teachers have the ability to do this with classroom structure and by allowing students
to be a part of how the classroom environment is set up. Instructors can not only target students’
strengths, but they also need to work to build in areas that need development. Within a classroom
a group discussion can be utilized to have two or more students express, present, explain and
argue their knowledge, experiences, opinions, and feelings. This allows students to be presented
with the knowledge from a different perspective with examples and clarifications that can ignite
questions or further opportunities for expansion. In a 2017 study, Mutrofin introduced three steps
in the manipulation of group discussion: (1) introduction: lecturer gives one issue in each of all
groups as the opening of discussion; (2) exploration: students explore topics, clarify thinking,
and take a position; and (3) closing: summarize the main points in the discussion (2017).
Breaking this down further in the study, small group discussions compared to larger or whole
class discussions were proven to be more effective (2017). Critical thinking and problem solving
is a crucial element of life. Being able to share your own thoughts as well as take in the opinions
of others is a learning tool that teachers need to help our students understand Overall, this will
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lead students to the result of the whole learning process which is student achievement and
success (Sudarmika, 2020).
I will be able to implement group discussion into my curriculum by providing key terms
to chapters assigned and allowing them to link examples and definitions that resonate with the
individual student. Following this in class, I would break them into smaller groups and allow
them to discuss the definitions and information they took from the text. Another opportunity for
this is to have open discussions throughout the class during presentations and allow students to
bring in new ideas and expand on the ideas that are being presented.
A Review of Group Dynamics
Relationships in a classroom are a valuable part of learning. Making sure to work to
develop a trusting student-teacher relationship will help all students in your classroom feel safe
and comfortable learning and making mistakes, which are a large part of the learning process.
Students need to be able to push their boundaries at times to experience growth. It is not enough
for the teacher to build quality student-teacher relationships; as teachers we also need to work to
build the student-student relationships within our classrooms. Building on the group dynamics
within our classrooms takes time and is an essential part in developing a classroom that is
student-centered with interactive group discussion. Group dynamics is a term used to describe
the social processes among students in a classroom regarding every individual, their social
interactions, interrelationships, and their capability as a group to accomplish the task at hand
(Gordy, X. Z., Carr, E. O., Zhang, L., & Bailey, J. H. 2020). It is important that students
understand each other and can work together to achieve a common goal. Whether that is a group
discussion topic, assignment, or term project, all students in a classroom bring various skills and
abilities that play a valuable role. It is also the teacher’s responsibility to make sure students
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experience success working together and tailor groups and student interaction to make this
success happen. Over time students need to be able to expand and work with all individuals
within the classroom, but in the beginning, students need to experience some form of success to
keep motivational levels high and allow students to keep pushing their comfort zones to develop
a growth mindset.
From reading through research on group dynamics, diversity among students is crucial.
Diversity in terms of ethnicity, background, levels of knowledge, and comfort levels with
communication can be seen drastically different among groups of students. Having a variety of
students within your classroom dynamic is critical because, if the class consists only of students
at one level, the conversation approach will not work. This means that diversity can make a
difference and is valuable, as students can learn from one other. Students need to be helpful to
each other and provide resources by using a reciprocal exchange of ideas to increase discussion
and interaction among peers to help create a lasting and motivated group of learners (Inada, T.
2021). When basic-level students are paired with advanced-level students, it encourages students
to act as student-teachers to create a student-centered discussion. This will enable students to
lead their own learning and learn from each other, fostering a healthy group dynamic where
students are relying on one another.
Learning needs to be student-centered and based around the students who are inside of
your classroom. Each classroom is going to be different because each classroom is going to
consist of different students. all students are going to bring different backgrounds and different
skills, knowledge, and abilities to your classroom. It is the job of the teacher to bring all students
together to make learning comfortable and challenging all at the same time. Students need to be
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able to push their comfort zones to experience growth and gain knowledge as well as increase
their social and emotional skills while inside the classroom.
Goals for Teaching Physical Education: Gymnasium Classroom Management
Educators need to understand that we set the tone for our students. Language, both
academic and general, is something that needs to be respected and used purposefully, as it plays
an enormous role in all aspects of the classroom. Both nonverbal and verbal language is
important to address with clarity and respect to others. We cannot expect our students to use or
understand the academic language within our discipline, we need to explain and teach students
our classroom languages. Using the correct and appropriate language within our classrooms, with
consistency, is crucial in establishing the expectations for our students and for ourselves (Grube,
Ryan, Lowell & Stinger, 2018). Part of being a teacher is being able to find a way to
communicate a concept to someone else to help them understand it. As discussed in earlier parts
of this paper, the teacher and students are all individuals. We learn and teach in different ways.
Teachers need to be able to communicate and develop ways to reach as many students as
possible. Being able to use language and various teaching methods or strategies will better
benefit the students and overall classroom learning environment.
Specifically looking at a gymnasium setting and a physical education classroom, a wellestablished classroom environment will allow students to better understand what is being taught
and expected of them while in class. Physical education is often taught in a large open space:
fields, tracks, locker rooms, gyms, weight rooms, and sometimes swimming pools. Classroom
management in a physical education setting has been an element that throughout my preparation
as a teacher has been greatly stressed. Several different research studies and articles that I read
discussed classroom management strategies, standards, preparation, and examples of academic
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language to use in a physical education classroom. The main purpose of classroom management
is to maximize students’ chance of learning by arranging the space, lesson time, and resources.
Research Studies
In This section of the research study, I was specifically looking for articles discussing
classroom management in a physical education setting. I first searched ‘classroom management
and gyms.’ Not many resources were valuable for what I was looking for when I included
‘gyms’ in the search. I then searched classroom management and physical education; the results
were drastically different. Physical education is taught in many classroom settings, often thought
to be the gym. Although the gym is a common area for physical education class, it also
incorporates fields, weight rooms, tracks, and other areas around the school. It was evident
through changing my initial search, that physical education and classroom management was a
highly discussed topic. After reading through several research studies and articles, I came away
with these three main themes. First, I looked at curriculum development and being as prepared as
possible headed into a lesson, especially when in a large open space will help with student time
on task. Second, teachers need to lead a classroom with an attitude and characteristics that they
desire from students toward physical education. Finally, making sure to give students ample
opportunities for social interactions through a student-centered approach to teaching.
A Review of Research Curriculum Development in Physical Education Classrooms
Proper preparation will prevent poor performance. A large part of the teacher’s
responsibilities in a physical education classroom is to prepare a lesson plan, but in a classroom
that requires a lot of equipment and in a large space. Extra equipment and large spaces make
planning and structuring lesson plans even more critical because of the set up and break down at
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the beginning and end of lesson. These lesson plans are what essentially make up the overall
units and curriculum that needs to be detailed and well thought out. The role of nurturing and
supporting children’s creative potential falls on the shoulders of teachers, who daily strive
towards the practical translation of the educational policy, otherwise known as curriculum, into
their classrooms (Konstantinidou, E., Gregoriadis, A., Grammatikopoulos, V., & Michalopoulou,
M., 2014). Planning in a physical education setting is not only based around the lesson itself. PE
teachers also need to take into consideration what could possibly happen outside of the lesson.
For example, how to handle behavior such as: outside students coming into the gym, letting
students get a drink of water, locker rooms, and open classroom spaces. Planning for these
aspects can be just as important as the lesson itself. Preparing for various contingencies will help
to increase students’ time on task while in a PE setting. Making sure that students know what is
expected of them and what the classroom procedures are should be a foundational aspect
introduced early on. Consistency of how classroom procedures and rules are followed needs to
be carried out by the teacher, allowing students to grasp what is required of them while in class.
Students in physical education are going to have strengths and weaknesses. Each student
is going to be different and may need different equipment, time, settings, challenges, and
academic language to grasp and execute what is being asked of them. As the teacher it is our
responsibility to know the various needs of our students that are on a 504 or IEP plan that need
appropriate modifications and accommodations to find success while in our classrooms. All of
these may require multiple adjustments and additions to your curriculum and lesson plans.
Knowing your students prior to the start of class will help to get all students included and
comfortable learning inside your classroom from the beginning (Vors & Gal-Petitfaux, 2015).
These teachers must develop strategies that help to create an environment that is positive and
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conducive to learning specifically, strategies that allow for a high amount of activity time
coupled with clear and concise instructional segments (Barry, Lavay 2019). Preparation is crucial
for a successful lesson no matter the content area. Especially in a physical education setting I
have a desire and see the importance of having a well-structured classroom where the students
know what to expect and how to treat one another. From everything that I have read through and
from being in the classroom, I agree with the importance of being prepared and developing a
curriculum that values differentiation (Gordon, 2016). Modification is a critical skill for teachers
to have to be able to include all children in physical education. However, it may require a
tremendous amount of time to develop appropriate modifications for all classes.
Physical educators need to develop a curriculum that can easily accommodate the needs
of all students, including students with disabilities, for inclusion in physical education to be
successful (Kennedy, W., & Yun, J. 2019). Teachers need to be able to communicate with their
students, build a relationship with their students and allow students to feel comfortable and safe
when inside the learning environment. Inside the classroom, students need to know that they are
cared about and have been throughout when it comes to creating the best possible environment
for learning that matches and exceeds the needs of all students.
A Review of Research on Teacher Techniques
As teachers we are the leaders of the classroom. It is our responsibility to set students up
for success in our classrooms. Teachers need to meet the learning needs of students, and help
guide students to take control of their own learning, health, and physical fitness outlook on life.
Within a physical education setting teachers have a unique opportunity to do this through
activities and skill-based assessment. Every classroom is going to consist of students who have
slightly different needs. It is the job of the teacher to know their students and meet these various
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needs to the best of their ability. Effective behavior management is essential for achieving a
productive classroom environment, and teachers need to be consistent with these expectations,
all while providing the educational needs of students.
Beginning teachers hold a lot of value, for good reason, in classroom management.
Throughout my time in this program classroom management and expectations have been made
clear that it is something that is important to set in place early and often. From various readings,
beginning teachers value their success in the success of students higher than veteran teachers
(Grube, D., Ryan, S., Lowell, S., & Stringer, A. 2018), in the belief that student success is
derived from teacher achievement or success. Beginning teachers have a difficult task. These
teachers must develop strategies that help to create an environment that is positive and conducive
to learning, regarding all students. Most importantly, strategies that allow for a high amount of
student-centered learning, incorporate multiple opportunities for students to engage in social
emotional learning (Grube, D., Ryan, S., Lowell, S., & Stringer, A. 2018). With a large focus on
classroom management for beginning teachers, failure is not a bad aspect. Just as we should tell
out students, mistakes are to be expected. An individual will often go through trial and error
before grasping a concept. Classroom management is no different. As teachers we need to be
able to attempt multiple ways of teaching and providing what our students need. Part of this is
classroom routine and procedures. Often in a physical education classroom teachers use a system
of verbal cues as follows: “Stop” means stop, set down any equipment and look at the teacher.
These various cues and verbal commands indicate to students that the teacher will be providing
more or new instruction. “Freeze” means to stop and locate the teacher for some clarification or
modifications to the original instructions. Finally, “Go” indicates that students may continue with
the activity or task (Palmer, Matsuyama, Irwin, Porter & Robinson, 2017). As the individual in
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the classroom who students look to for instruction and clarification, we need to be consistent
with what we are saying, when we say it, and how we say it (2017). Making sure that students
will be able to understand what we as the teacher expect in our unique classrooms depends a lot
on if a teacher can deploy different methods or strategies to meet the demands of the student
within the classroom. Overall, this is going to make a well-rounded and safe learning
environment for all students in the classroom; where mistakes can happen with the thought of
learning at the forefront of every individual, teacher and students' minds while inside the
classroom.
Teachers need to be comfortable with deploying multiple classroom management
strategies and methods to find what works best for students (Sanderson, Heckaman, Ernest,
Johnson & Rabb, 2013). The role of an effective teacher requires qualified and impactful
teachers to make a significant mark on students and their learning processes. When a teacher
communicates with the students through various teaching methods or strategies, the main aim
should always be to impart knowledge, skills and values that are a part of learning outcomes that
will help students achieve their learning goals while in school (Abdullah, N. A. 2020). The focus
should always be to, as said above, impart knowledge to students with the empowerment of
critical thinking and learning. Developing a classroom where students feel comfortable and safe
to make mistakes and learn through attempting a skill or task can be daunting. As physical
education teachers we need to be able to cultivate a classroom environment that promotes this for
students, as well as meets the needs of all students. Inside of the physical education classroom
the teacher is an extremely valuable tool for students to use and rely on for growth of knowledge
and skill.
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A Review of Research on Social Interactions
Students in our classrooms are growing both mental and socially. Students need to be
given opportunities to grow and learn that has both the content in mind as well as social
interactions. By doing this, teachers are giving students the ability to learn more than the content
within the curriculum. Students bring individuality to the classroom that has a profound impact
on the way in which they perceive and interact with their social environment (Brock & Curby,
2016). When a child has a positive social environment where they can interact peer-to-peer,
during a lesson, this expands on the lesson and takes both content and social interactions into
consideration. The constructive theory of learning states that peer interaction plays a significant
role in students' development (Ramírez, Rincon, De Miguel, Vargas, 2021.). Through
interactions students are presented with diverse perspectives and an array of problem-solving
skills that lead to growth and cognitive development. When this occurs in a classroom, students
need to reconcile the difference between their world view and that of others, which leads to
students’ cognitive development and class content retained (Ramírez et. al. 2021.). This focuses
on a student-centered approach of teaching and fosters peer to peer discussions. Having such
strong research around these topics allows educators to create techniques and norms within their
classrooms to set the stage for success and find what is going to work best for specific students
and classes.
In the study by Renurez, he reported that, following a student-led approach with peer
interactions throughout the term, students were able to get to know their classmates as well as
make more friends rather than the typical lecture hall approach. Leading a classroom in this
format facilitates opportunities for classmates to communicate about questions and work together
on projects to provide different opportunities for learning (2021). Supporting students on their
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journey of learning while in school and in your classroom is crucial. Consistent emotional
support within a classroom helps students anticipate the nature and frequency of teacher to
student interactions, promotes social competence, and contributes to academic achievement
(Bock, 2016). In modern day classrooms, students are expected to do a lot and know a lot more
than ten years ago (Hill & valdez-Garcia, 2020). With advancement in technology and the ability
to access information, students are well equipped to gain knowledge., without knowing how to
think, how to learn, how to find accurate information, and how to communicate socially, students
will have a difficult time progressing past their time in school (2020). As teachers and leaders of
classrooms, a large part of our job is to set students up for success after they leave our
classrooms.
Social emotional learning focuses on more than the classroom material and content.
Social emotional learning also focuses on coping strategies for students, working in teams,
resolving conflict, and building self-esteem. Assuring that students have a well-built social
emotional learning environment you need to have effective classroom management (1) setting
and communicating high expectations, (2) consistently nurturing positive relationships, and (3)
providing a high level of student support (Lucariello, Nastasi, Anderman, Dwyer, Ormiston, &
Skiba, 2016). Having a well set up classroom management strategy within your classroom and
among your fellow teachers allows the correspondence between expectations, rules, and
consequences which allows students to learn each classroom’s unique social curriculum and
allows teachers to develop classroom climates that maximize the engagement of student learners
and minimize conflict and disruption and facilitate student centered learning with positive social
interactions. Research studies have revealed that the biggest issue holding teachers back from
effective discussions is that teachers have a difficult time shifting from an information-giving
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role to that of a facilitator (Loh, V. 2015). Learning how to become a facilitator is different from
learning how to lead a classroom. Being able to prompt discussion and push your students'
thoughts through questions and answers is an aspect of teaching that can be uncomfortable for
some teachers, new and veteran. As teachers leading a classroom that is based around social
emotional learning, we need to be able to expand on concepts as students ask questions and
engage in the material.
Through reading research and the information that has been discussed above I would
continue to use group discussions within my classroom to facilitate and expand on core concepts
within the curriculum. Group discussion is an excellent way to prompt student interactions
within a classroom and continue to build on their social and emotional intelligence and needs.
This can be done with popcorn readings, think pair share, group projects and open discussions.
Specifically in a physical education setting this can be done by pair students and groups of
students together to practice a skill or concept. As teachers we need to always keep in mind our
students, their skill levels, and their needs. When possible, parrying students up for successful
outcomes and learning opportunities is best.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODS

The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, lesson
plans, assessments collected, and student time on tasks that will be gathered date, as a means of
data collection. I will begin with a review of action research principles to establish the
foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of
data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement.
Third, I will detail my context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining
credibility and trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher.
Finally, I will present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and
analysis that speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I implanted this
study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was to make myself an overall better teacher to help meet the
needs of all students in my classroom and that I may encounter. Specifically, I examined how
teaching strategies and methods of classroom management impact student time on task. I also
wanted to take into consideration how student engagement reflects with tracking peer-led
discussion versus teacher-led discussion. Lastly, it is important to be tracking what students
choose, in regards to how they are assessed over the content from various lessons and units when
given multiple options to demonstrate their understanding. As teachers, making sure to focus on
our students and what meets their learning needs will help to model our classrooms to our
students. Making this a focus aligns with the following INTASC Standards for teacher
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professional development. List the InTASC standards here. Additionally, I considered how
studying my own practice in line with INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and
therefore, student learning. My purpose of this study was to help myself learn to better
understand who I am as a teacher, how students in my current classrooms learn or share their
knowledge best, and increase student comfort levels within my future classrooms. The research
questions for this study were:
1. How can I create a classroom environment that is conducive toward culturally responsive
learning for all students?
I am hoping to be able to learn what students in today’s classroom prefer to engage in. Do these
students prefer verbal assessment, written, demonstration, or something else? By doing this I am
learning what students prefer and what students may need to improve on. Data gathered from a
focus on this question was used to test how students choose to share their retained information
from the content shared in class. Students will also be tracked for the purpose of knowing what
students are not comfortable doing.
2. How can I increase my opportunities for students to experience high leverage practice
within my lesson plans?
Tracking lessons plan structure in terms of student led discussion or teacher led discussion will
give insight to how often students are engaged in high leverage practice. Data gathered from this
question was used to validate peer led discussion versus teacher led discussion and a good
balance for time on task.
3. How can I improve my classroom management skills to create more time on task for
students?
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Analyzing the effectiveness of different classroom management strategies will give me a good
background in proper management of a large space, such as a gymnasium, and keep an
appropriate time on task. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to describe what
effective classroom management looked like in a physical education classroom setting.
INTASC Standards
The Model Core Teaching Standards explain and outline what teachers should be doing
and able to do while in the classroom and help guide teachers to meet the needs of students in
their classrooms. The standards were developed by the Interstate Teacher Assessment and
Support Consortium (INTASC) These standards and principles help to guide teachers which in
turn leads to helping students experience a quality educational environment. Looking at the
INTASC standards there are several that stand out, as they should. Particularly standards two and
seven are dealing with diverse learners and meeting the needs of all students in the classroom.
This has been an area of focus throughout my time in this MAT program. It is my belief that if
teachers are to focus on standards, as mentioned above, then we as teachers are going to try new
styles of managing and teaching students. As educators we need to always keep pushing
ourselves to keep a growth mindset and strive to provide the best educational experiences for our
students as possible. Making sure to create a high leverage classroom environment that is
conducive to all students will help to meet the learning needs of every student in class.
Particularly standards two and seven are dealing with diverse learners and meeting the needs of
all students in the classroom. This has been an area of focus throughout my time in this MAT
program. It is my belief that if teachers are to focus on standards, as mentioned above, then we as
teachers are going to try new styles of managing and teaching students. A growth mindset is
something that is needed to keep pushing ourselves to keep striving to provide the best
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educational experiences for our students as possible. Part of keeping a growth mindset is being
open to trying new teaching strategies, techniques, classroom management opportunities, and
ways of connecting students with the material.
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study. Action research is a way of looking at oneself
and their environment to better understand how it works, how it is evolving, and areas to
improve. Action research is a formal way for teachers, such as myself, to collect data and then
use that data to improve teaching practices and strategies that will in the end benefit the teacher
and students.
Action research is a method that helps to centralize the focus of what is being examined
inward through a process of analyzing and evaluating the environment that you are working in.
Specifically, through looking at the students, strategies, communication styles, and other
teaching related improvement of oneself. Through taking a holistic approach to action research it
allows us to analyze the environment around us through data collection to in turn improve
ourselves as teachers and educators. A key element of action research is that it can be done at
any time in one's teaching career to help benefit the teacher and the students. All classrooms that
we encounter are going to have a unique environment and it is the job of the instructor to
manage, lead, and find what is going to work best to help educate all students within the room.
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Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provides answers
pertinent to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help
you answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools
related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following
four characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of
students, 2) comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against
themselves both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be
examined were identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and
connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different
aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was
studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the
“spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on
data in connection to my research questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that
emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the
study as they had relevance to my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on my teaching and the students within my
classroom environment, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my
practice and the interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I
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chose to collect are described next and are used to better understand who I am as a teacher and
who my current students are in my classroom.
Lesson Plans and Reflections
My first data set consisted of personal reflection on my lessons plans through part of
Winter Term and Spring Term. By reflecting on my lessons plans, I hope to be able to identify
how I use teaching strategies in the classroom to help build upon the content of the lesson.
Through analyzing and reflecting on lesson plans it allows me to look back and see what
material, teaching methods, discussion strategies, and classroom management techniques are
commonly used as well as what worked well and what did not work well while delivering the
lessons. Through doing this it gives me a holistic view of my own practices and areas to grow or
change for future classroom practices.
Connecting back to my first research question about how I can create a classroom
environment that is conducive toward culturally responsive pedagogy, my lesson plans and
reflection will give me direct insight and provide ongoing commentary to help me in future
lesson planning. By reflecting over lesson plans I can continuously be working to meet the
demands of my first research question throughout my time teaching, not just during this learning
process. Though each lesson is planned with purposeful design, it is crucial to reflect back on
how the students responded to the lesson, good or bad. My hope is that by collecting this data
and logging it I can overtime recognize areas of improvement in my own teaching practices as
well as areas of strength to maintain and use moving forward.
Student Formative and Summative Feedback
The second data set collected involves student direct feedback during the process of
formative and summative assessment. Within physical education classrooms the majority of
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assessment is skill based or participation based. As an educator in a physical education
classroom, I am continuously moving around the classroom setting giving feedback to students.
Formative assessment often looks like observing students to make sure they are safely
participating in class and working to meet the learning goals set out at the beginning of a lesson
or unit. During class time students are to be participating in the lesson structure to the best of
their ability, as the educator it is part of our job to give corrective feedback based on our
observations of students. By collecting formative data based on students’ skill growth and
participation while in class it gives me as the instructor information to alter my classroom
management strategies and teaching strategies to help benefit all students in the classroom.
Summative assessments are data that is collected near the end of a lesson or unit that gives
feedback to myself as the teacher regarding areas to focus on next lesson, areas I may have been
lacking in terms of feedback during formative assessment, and helps me recognize aspects of
classroom management that may need to be altered.
Observation Commentary
Since beginning student teaching, I have gathered a record of what my mentor teachers
and university supervisors have viewed as strengths and weaknesses within my lesson plans and
work in the classroom. By keeping a record of formal and informal feedback during conversation
I have been able to analyze my teaching skills and growth over time. Both mentor and university
supervisors often suggest ideas to improve my teaching so that I am able to go back to my lesson
plans and see if I had originally planned to use or say while planning but then while teaching did
not instructor say. Through this reflection process it allows me to find areas of strength and
weakness within my planning phases and instructional time. As my time in the classroom
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increases, I hope to see a change in my supervisor's feedback and that they can also see the
growth in my teaching skills and use of various strategies to reach all students in my classroom.
Context of the Study
I am teaching at a large high school that is a suburb of Portland, it serves students in
grades 9-12. The overall student enrollment for the year 2021-2022 is around 1,800 and from
talking with other teachers and staff within the building that number for student enrollment is
slightly lower than normal. The ratio of student to teachers is roughly 20 to 1 when it comes to a
standard classroom setting. The school building itself is very modern and was renovated two
years ago. This school year is the first year with full time students back in the new building.
Classrooms are all technology inclined with projectors, smart TVs, and apple TV for streaming
from devices. The school itself is all interconnect and no student or staff would have to go
outside to get anywhere inside the building if needed. Within the school there is one principal
and three vice principals. Each of the administrators oversees various departments, for example
the principal oversees the Physical Education/Health departments that I am currently working in.
Working specifically in the physical education field our school and classroom settings
expand beyond just one classroom. At the high school there are two large gyms that can be used
for class. Each gym space has aspects of it that will allow for various activities. For example,
only one of the gyms has holes for posts to be placed into the floor for activities such as
volleyball, pickleball, and badminton. Both gyms have basketball hoops that can be raised and
lowered as needed. There are also two large turf areas that can be used for outside class, as well
as a large open grass field that can be accessed for use when weather allows. On campus there
are also six tennis courts that can be used at certain times of the year, again when weather allows.
Also, at the school there is an indoor swimming facility that the class rotates through each
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semester. The school has ample amounts of equipment that can be accessed such as basketballs,
footballs, birdies, rackets, paddles, cornhole boards, bocce ball, jump ropes, a fully set up weight
room with 13 squat racks, 13 benches, and free weights. There is also a turf baseball field that
can be used, weather permitting. Around one of the turf fields is an all-purpose track. The high
school is set up on block schedules meaning we get 87 minutes to work with students in each
class. Physical education does not have all of those 87 minutes because of the ten-minute bell
before class is over to allow students the time to change out of their P.E.
Physical education and Health are combined into one department that has a total of nine
staff members. The ratio of male to female within this department is two females to seven males.
Our department chair is the principal of the school who oversees all department meetings. As a
department we hold a monthly meeting that is set for the first Thursday of every month. Each
sub-department, Physical Education and Health, have their own meeting that consist of unit
planning, grading, and time for discussion about future ideas or changes to curriculum. I have
been able to attend both Physical Education and Health department meetings, as well as the
combined department meetings. Outside of our department there are monthly meetings for all
staff in the morning before school starts, these can vary when they are, due to the school
schedule. At the high school we have also been attending Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
meetings to prepare for extended 2nd block lessons that are directed toward the students and
building a safe and welcoming learning environment. Each of these SEL lessons is given during
an extended 2nd block and is the same lesson being taught throughout the entire school.
As mentioned above there are roughly 1,800 students who are attending in person
learning at the high school, the school I am at is also offering a virtual academy for students and
families that are not wanting to return to in person. The community that I teach in is fairly
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affluent. There is a high number of English Language Learners (ELL) students who are a part of
this community. The school profile and student population are made up of four main
demographic groups: White- 55%, Hispanic- 27%, Two or More- 8%, Asian- 5%. Knowing this
it is important as an instructor to be a part of the community and know what your students are
experiencing outside of the school setting to help build that into the curriculum to make strong
connections to school material and the demographic, or community make up, of the students in
the classroom.
Participants and Details of Self
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher. I have been in the classroom at this school for the
entirety of the school year. At the beginning of the year, I was placed on an emergency license to
instruct Health. I have been in the health classroom since the beginning of the school year in
September. I have been in the Physical Education classroom since the start of the second
semester at the high school. Currently I am working in both the classroom setting, for Health,
and the gymnasium setting for Physical Education. During my time in the health setting, I am
leading my own classroom and do not have a mentor teacher in there with me unless doing an
observation. In the Physical Education setting I have a mentor teacher with me every day and
every lesson.
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For the Health section of my teaching all lessons and curriculum has been set up prior
and been handed to me to lead and instruct. This is in large part because of the fact I am still in
the process of completing my own education as an emergency hire. I do have the freedom to
instruct and lead the classroom in how I see fit, but the material itself that is used has been
prepared for me. In the Physical Education setting I discuss with my mentor teacher on the
upcoming units and then create lesson plans that are shared with the mentor teacher for approval
or alteration before leading them in the classroom setting. This has been a huge benefit for me
because it has allowed me to add some of my own teaching practices and strategies to the
classroom environment. Getting feedback from my mentor teacher on the lessons I have created
has given me great insight on areas to improve on as well as areas of strength in my planning
phases of teaching. Currently I am teaching two classes of Health every day of the week and I
have taken over one Physical Education class completely. The school I am at runs on block
schedule as mentioned before. This means that I have two 87-minute classes every day of Health
and on every other day basis I teach 87 minutes of Physical Education.
How I Studied My Teaching
To answer my research questions, I put in several hours as a teacher, student teacher, and
on my own work within this MAT program at Western Oregon University (WOU). I have
created many lesson plans over my time in this program and put them into action in a real
classroom setting. By doing this it has helped to alter my own philosophies around teaching, all
for the better. During my time in this program, I have read several articles based around research
and experiences of others inside of classroom teaching students. I have learned about several best
practices of teaching that I have then been able to implement in my own teaching through
planning phases and in person teaching phases. This part of my time in the WOU has allowed me
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to ground my practices in research that has supported my learning and helped to mold who I am
today.
The entirety of this study started at the beginning of my time in this program and has
since carried out for almost two years. In that time, I have been able to analyze aspects of
teaching from professionals, research studies, colleagues, mentors, supervisors, and my own
work as I have grown as an educator myself. I have analyzed lesson plans for differentiation and
inclusion of all students in the classroom. I have analyzed and reflected on feedback from mentor
teachers and university supervisors. I have also analyzed my own practice through formative and
summative assessment with students in my classroom to find what works best and what areas I
need to improve on through student feedback.
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Chapter 4
Data
In this chapter of my Action Research Paper, I will share and present data that has been
collected based around my proposed research questions. That data that will be shared in this
section has been collected over the course of my research study during my Masters of Arts in
Teaching program at Western Oregon University. The proposed research questions from chapter
3 are as follows: How can I create a classroom environment that is conducive toward culturally
responsive learning for all students? How can I increase my opportunities for students to
experience high leverage practice within my lesson plans? How can I improve my classroom
management skills to create more time on task for students? And finally, how has the thought
process during the creation of my own lesson’s plans evolved over time while implementing these
practices? By answering these questions and using the data that I have gathered I will be able to
find the most effective teaching strategies and practices that were implemented in my classroom
over this time, how these were incorporated within my current physical education pedagogy, and
how my own teaching evolved over my time student teaching.
I approached this research with the idea that I was going to use the data collected to take a
look inside myself and my techniques as an educator. I planned to take the information from the
data organize it in a way that would give me feedback on areas that I was strong at as a teacher
and to be vulnerable and recognize the areas that I needed to improve on as a leader inside the
classroom. By doing this it was my hope that in the end I would make myself a better overall
teacher who could use multiple techniques, strategies, and methods to reach all students that are
in my classroom.
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Data Collection
For this study I collected data from three main areas: mentor teacher and university
teacher feedback, video recordings, and lessons plans. Mentor and university teacher feedback
was made up of comments based on lessons plans and observations over the course of my time in
the classroom teaching, both verbal and written feedback. The video recording that I did was for
my EdTPA portion of my licensure and the commentary that was a part of putting together and
completing that section. Last, throughout my entire student teaching I was required to put
together and write several lessons plans. These lessons plans are a great way to look back over
data and see areas of strength and opportunity for growth. Table 1 (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
helps to explain how I conducted my research during this project.
Table 1
Data Analysis Steps
Phase 1.
Understanding
data and how it
is collected

-

Begin by doing my own exploring of research that has already been
done to find areas that I have an interest in and may want to explore
within my own teaching.

-

Decide based on my review of research three areas that I want to
research within my own teacher.

-

Decide on research questions that I will look to answer over the course
of this study.

Phase 2.
Perform and
collect data

-

Collect data based around feedback from mentor and university
supervisors.

-

Collect and organize data from video recordings.
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Collect and organize lessons plans in chronological order based in
delivery of lesson.

Phase 3.
Coding data

Phase 4.
Themes based
around data

-

Generate coding/organizational system for data

-

Apply coding to data for organization

-

Organize data into meaningful groups based around research questions.

-

Review each research questions and develop understanding of data and
what it says about my own teaching.

-

Record thoughts based around data and any commonalities within
themes if noticed

Phase 5.
Review of
themes

-

Review tables for correct organization

-

Re-read tables for any more thoughts based around the areas for
potential growth as an educator and areas of strength as an educator.

-

Review all data that was collected from feedback, video recordings and
lesson plans.

-

Analyze collected data for any more themes that may have note
emerged initially.

Phase 6.
Define & name
themes

-

Review for common narrative within each of the themes

-

Understand why each theme was chosen from the data in a written
manner.

-

Analyze for any crossover between themes for areas of strengths
within own teaching and growth areas as an educator.
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Evidence of analysis and discussion of any cross over themes and
similarities between collected data in written form.

-

Written analyze of common themes within each of the research
question themes and sub themes.

-

Written evidence using data, themes and common dialogue to help
answer research questions.

Through collecting data and reviewing feedback, of both lessons plans and in class teaching I
am able to analyze how my teaching over time has matured. This will also reveal themes within
my teaching and areas for improvement. I will be able to recognize my strengths and weaknesses
as a teacher and acknowledge areas for future growth. My hope by collecting and reviewing my
supervisor and mentor teachers’ feedback is to see change, positively, over time. Another form
of data collection was from collecting and comparing lessons plans that I set up with various
instructional material. These lessons plans were collected over winter and spring terms of my
student teaching experience, from January – April 2022. Analyzing the lessons plans that I have
collected I will be able to recognize teaching strategies that I use, instructional strategies, and
classroom management strategies. I will be able to understand what is being used often and how
the connects to classroom management and student time on task. I recorded myself teaching on
several occasions. From these video recordings I am able to watch myself teach and listen to
what is being said in the moment while communicating with students. This is another form of
data that I am able to dissect and during the lessons. From the use of video recordings data
surrounding, I will be able to analyze in the moment feedback during lessons which is crucial in
the field of physical education. It can help to promote and foster an environment that is geared
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toward skills development and motivation to participate. Making sure to understand and maintain
an appropriate ratio of positive to corrective feedback when communicating with students is
critical in maintaining a growth mindset for students while in class. Data that is collected during
moments of student’s summative assessment can help to highlight areas in my teaching that I
covered well and aspects of my instruction that need to be improved on to help students connect
with the content and reach learning goals.
Research Question 1
My first question that I wanted to look into regarding my teaching was, “How can I
create a classroom environment that is conducive toward culturally responsive learning for all
students?” Students enter our classrooms with a variety of learning needs, experiences, and
feelings toward education. By analyzing the feedback from my supervisor and mentor teacher I
have been able to see growth in my own teaching over time. The feedback that I have received
was regarding lesson plans and in person observations of my teaching.
Some of the most helpful data that I have reviewed was from the in-person teaching,
specifically around differentiation in teaching students. Within differentiation I was able to come
across several different commonalities, but there were three major areas that I would consider.
These stood out to me based on the first research question that was stated around culturally
responsive pedagogy. First being that I provided students with various ways to show their
learning and knowledge of the content. Figure 2, full document can be seen within the Appendix
A, shows a section from a lesson that was put together to allow students to demonstrate their
capabilities and competencies within a volleyball unit.
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Figure 2
Volleyball Lesson 1

Second, my supervisor observed a lesson that was based around a volleyball unit during
spring term on 4/21/22 that reflects questions that were asked to allow students to have the
opportunity to verbally explain their knowledge within the classroom. Below in Figure 3 is data
from my university supervisor with feedback regarding differentiation during a volleyball lesson.
Figure 3
Feedback from Supervisor
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My supervisor states the three questions that I asked students in the middle of a lesson. One of
the questions is for students to reiterate the two skill aspects that we worked on today in class.
My supervisor noted that several students responded, which in terms of my teaching practices is
a good sign that students were able to grasp the targets of the lesson plan.
During the filming for my EdTPA I hold discussion with several students regarding
aspects of trying different techniques and variations within skill development. Below is a section
from commentary in the filming process that shows encouraging students to attempt
Figure 4
Student Tossing Techniques

Above gives an example of how I encourage students try various skills to attempt and challenge
themselves when it comes to skill development. As teachers we need to push out students to
develop a wide array of skills and be comfortable pushing their boundaries to experience real
growth as students and people.
Research Question 2
Question number two of my study was, “How can I increase my opportunities for
students to experience high leverage practice within my lesson plans?” This is regarding how
often I get students, or given students the opportunity, to experience high leverage practice.
Specifically, through discussion opportunities with their peers and myself as the teacher.
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Throughout my time student teaching recording myself has been something that I have
found to be beneficial in many aspects. It’s specifically helpful in terms of listening to the
feedback that I give students as they are participating in the lesson. When giving students
feedback during a lesson it is an ideal practice to keep a 3:1 ration of positive to corrective
feedback (Breitenstein SM, Gross D, Fogg L, Ridge A, Garvey C, Julion W, Tucker S. 2012).
According to the chart below during my time teaching and reviewing the videos of my
interactions with students I have been able to keep a healthy ratio of positive to corrective
feedback during one of my lesson student teachings over the course of a volleyball unit.
Table 2
Feedback Ratio
Positive Feedback

33

Percentage of Feedback

Corrective Feedback

10

.303

Below is dialogue of a conversation that has been transcribed out from a video recording
of teaching a cornhole lesson. I was working with the student on tossing a cornhole bag with the
technique of spinning it to get it land flush with the board.
Mr. Leach: When you swing your arm back you curl you hand to keep palm flat.
When you swing your arm forward think about spinning the bag as you release
toward you target.
Student: Attempts toss
Mr. Leach: What do you think? You had good form and the bag landed flush.
Student: It is harder to aim when I am focusing on the spin.
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Mr. Leach: But you tried and the toss did spin and was flat when it landed. Good
Job!
During a Health lesson that I was giving I asked students to look at the eight different
dimensions of wellness and work together in groups to create posters that would later be
presented to the class. Each group was assigned one of the eight dimensions to investigate and
then later verbally explain to the class. Below in Figure 5 there is part of the lesson plan that
shows and explains this task.
Figure 5
Group Presentation of Dimensions

Providing students with opportunity to lead and share their thoughts to the class as a
whole is an example of high leverage practice and can be seen in the figure above. This was a
part of a formal assessment for students, as we had already lectured over these eight dimensions.
During this lessons student were given time to work together in groups and then teach the class
about their assigned dimension.
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Below in Figure 6 shows examples of data collected from video recordings where I
discuss how I am instructing students through multiple means of explanation and demonstration.
Near the end you can read where I hold a whole class discussion to get feedback based on my
initial teaching and the various aspects of skill and game play.
Figure 6
Video Breakdown

Research Question 3
Questions three of my research study was, “How can I improve my classroom
management skills to create more time on task for students?” In teaching classroom management
strategies are always a hot topic. Taking the time to look specifically at mine within my early
years of teaching I hope will help to develop good habits down the road and refine areas that I
am already good at. For this section I analyzed my lessons plans over the course of my time
student teaching to compare and contrast, hopefully to find areas of strengths and areas for
growth. I have provided clips from lesson plans and from university supervisor feedback that can
be seen in the figures below. Each figure that will be further discussed in Chapter 5 regarding
themes related to my research questions. In Figure 7, full document available in Appendix A, I
show an example of data collected from a lesson plan that shows differentiation for students to
show tossing technique outside of structed game play.
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Figure 7
Variety cornhole tossing

As you can see from the figure above, I give students a variety of ways to show
competency in their learning. Student do not all learn in the same ways and as a teacher we need
to be able to structure opportunities for students to show their learning in a variety of ways. This
type of assessment was also an informal way to observe students’ skills and check for areas of
growth as well as keep time on task and classroom management in mind.
Verbal explanation at the end of lesson plan for students based around rules, regulations,
technique, or participation allow for students to express knowledge in a way other than physical
demonstration. Below in Figure 8, which can be seen in Appendix A, shows questions that were
asked to students during the closure of a Cornhole lesson. Asking open ended questions give
students opportunity to hold discussion based around their experiences, and allows them to ask
another question as a follow up if needing more clarification about anything related to the class
content.
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Figure 8
Closing Questions for Students

Time at the end of a lesson can and should be used to close out a lesson, allow student to
formulate final thoughts they might want to share and set up the next lesson.
Students have been informed of a routine at the start of class and that routine has been
kept the same to allow students to know what is going to be expected of them at the start of every
class. Specifically in a gymnasium setting routine at the start of class for students to follow will
help increase time on task. Proper classroom management can drastically increase students time
on task. This routine has purposefully been built into lessons; below you can see an example of
the routine for a warm up those students go through.
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Figure 9
Warm-up Routine

Routine have been shown to create more time on task and better overall behavior out of
students. According to Rawlings Lester, R., Bolton Allanson, P., & Notar, C. E. (2017), Routines
are the foundation of classroom management. Routines in a school and in the classroom provide
the environment for learning to take place.
Another form of data that addresses my third research question is feedback from my
university supervisor regarding the initial expectation for students as they enter my classroom.
Students have been made aware and as the teacher I have established a routine as students start
class. Below in Figure 10, you can see feedback from my university supervisor regarding routine
and classroom management of students.
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Figure 10
Routines Within a Lesson

Summary
From all of the data provided above there is a lot that I can take away from my time
student teaching. There are major conclusions and themes, good and bad, that have been
established and recognized throughout this process. In my next chapter I will draw on those
themes and discuss in further detail areas that I recognize as strengths and areas that I recognize I
need to improve on. All of these strengths and areas for growth are related to the data that has
been collected throughout my time performing this research study. As educators we need to be
able to review or work, track our progress, and strive for a growth mindset to better ourselves as
teachers and for our students. The following chapter will look to finalize this study and explain
in depth the meaningful connection to my own teaching that I have gathered while reviewing
data.
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Chapter 5
Overview
This literature reviews shows how creating a motivated classroom where students feel
comfortable, safe, and welcomed can lead to an all-around growth mindset within a classroom.
Creating a classroom that is culturally responsive take specific design and time put in by the
instructor, but when done correctly it can have tremendous benefits to student learning.
According to Frisby, Hosek & Beck, there are three facts that support student motivation and
learning: support, building and maintaining rapport, and managing the classroom that students
are learning in (2020). What is being said here is in my view building blocks to a strong learning
environment in a classroom.
Through collecting and analyzing the data for this project, I found that the various
classroom management strategies and teaching methods that were written into lessons plans
worked well with students when I was comfortable and confident in implementing them. Getting
to know students and building a relationship with them helps to create routine within classrooms
and establish expectations for classroom management. Building rapport with students also helps
to connect you as the teacher with who students are as individuals and build differentiation into
lessons that will benefit all students within the classroom. In this chapter I will highlight the
implications of this research study as well as the limitations of this study.
Before I go into any analysis of the data that was collect, I want to remind you of the
three research questions that were established earlier in this paper. How can I create a classroom
environment that is conducive toward culturally responsive learning for all students? How can I
improve my classroom management skills to create more time on task for students? And finally,
how has the thought process during the creation of my own lesson’s plans evolved over time
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while implementing these practices? These three questions were looked at during my time
performing this study and data was collected to reflect growth and areas for growth for myself as
an educator.
Key Findings
Looking at video recording data of myself from the beginning, when I started to take over
teaching the class more often, I was not as comfortable interacting with the students as video
taken in April. As the video would show in April, I was consistently using students’ names and
being able to use various verbal cues to help remind students of behavioral expectations and
overall, what was being done well or needed improvement. Taking video of myself also helped
to identify the ratio of feedback that was being given throughout a single lesson. Analyzing this,
I was able to see that positive feedback was never something I was lacking. Encouraging
students and letting them know when they did well was not a problem for me. The teaching
aspect of corrective feedback was something that early on in the video recordings I was lacking.
According to (De Meester, Van Duyse, Aelterman, De Muynck & Haerens) corrective feedback
is something that is needed to help students understand what they are doing wrong and what is
expected of them, in regards to skill development and classroom management expectations
(2020). Keeping an appropriate ratio of positive to corrective feedback will in turn keep students
motivated and time on task will increase (2020). Feedback is a very useful tool for teacher and
needs to be used with purpose when communicating with students.
Looking at my lessons plans over the course of this study I noticed that written
explanation of differentiation and explanation of what was going to happen was lacking. Being
able to create well rounded lessons plans that are culturally responsive to all students in the
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classroom started with planning. Planning out, within the lesson plan, what will be options and
expectations for students helps to prepare myself to deliver a better culturally responsive lesson.
Results
In this section I will look more specifically at what the data told me about my own
teaching and areas of strength and aspects where there are room for improvement based around
the three research questions. Looking at the firs of my three research questions based on data
from supervisors’ feedback, stating open ended questions at the end of class is a good way to get
student feedback to gage their overall understanding of the lesson. This can be helpful when
building your next lesson to scaffold lessons based on previous students’ feedback. In turn
looking at building lessons that are culturally responsive to reach all students. As mentioned in
chapter 2 of this research study, culturally responsive pedagogy is a student-centered approach in
teaching, where teachers and students identify strengths to help promote success within the
classroom (Valiandes, Neophytou & Hajisoteriou, 2018). Making sure to keep students at the
center of lesson planning will help keep students motivated and data suggests improve students’
retention of content.
Student motivation levels, according to O’Neil and Boyce, are important to keep in a
centralized focus as educators look at building lesson plans and delivering lessons (2018). When
looking at motivation levels and how data indicts the importance of this regarding time on task, I
looked at the feedback ratio during my video recordings of lessons. The data suggests that when
I keeping close to a 3:1 ratio of positive to corrective feedback, students are inclined to
participate at higher rates than when that ratio was not maintained. Specifically in a physical
education setting time on task is a large component of lesson plans and evaluation of students.
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When giving students feedback during a lesson it is an ideal practice to keep a 3:1 ration of
positive to corrective feedback. (Breitenstein SM, Gross D, Fogg L, Ridge A, Garvey C, Julion
W, Tucker S. 2012). As mentioned above at the beginning of my time doing this research study a
lot of my feedback via the data was positive, which is good for motivation. Although, as
educators we still need to work on development. Over time I noticed a difference in the amount
of corrective feedback that was being used during in person feedback to help students continue to
meet their learning goals and targets. Prior to this most all of my corrective feedback was during
the summative assessments or in formal written feedback on assignments.
Planning is a large part of what we as educators do. I have been made well aware over the
course of this study how planning can make an impact both positively and negatively on the
delivery of a lesson. As a collected, built, and reviewed various lessons plans over the course of
this study I noticed a large difference in the details that I was putting into lesson plans the further
I got into this study. I believe that this was due to a couple different factors. First, the more
lessons I planned the more comfortable I was with building them and understood what was
needed to develop a well thought out lessons. Second, the more feedback and data that was
collected from students allowed me to alter my lesson plans to meet the needs of students. I was
able to recognize areas that students need more time on, more opportunity to work within the
content to better grasp what I was wanting them to take away. This all-in turn led to a more
detailed and well written lesson plan that had written out aspects of culturally responsive
pedagogy, classroom management, modification to meet students learning needs, all while
meeting the learning targets of the lesson.
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Limitations of Study
This action research project was conduct during a time where students were in their first
year back in school after almost a two-year gap of in-person schooling. Distant learning is
something that can be seen within this group of students, in regards to their social and emotional
well-being. Students were at home learning, all while not having interactions with their peers or
other teacher. Making classroom management a crucial element to explain to students and
continuously reiterate what is expected of them while in class and at the same time what is not
acceptable behavior. Within a physical education setting students need to be able to be aware of
their surroundings for their own safety and the safety of their peers. Students in a physical
education setting when at home learning, prior to coming back to in person school, did not have
to worry about this element within what is a unique environment in physical education. Now that
students are back in school it makes this research student, specifically the section of classroom
management crucial and extremely beneficial for my own growth as a leader of the classroom.
One area that I would have like to done differently within this study is that of journals, or
free writing to go back and evaluate more specifically my feelings and attitudes toward a lesson.
It can be tough, even after a few days, to recall everything from one particular lesson. I feel that
if I were to have kept a more accurate, done shortly after the lesson, journal it would have given
me some very valuable and reliable data to related to my research questions. With that being
said, what I did do has already shown me areas for improvement and areas that I am strong in.
Moving Forward
As an educator we are needing to continuously keep a growth mindset and work to better
ourselves for our students. As part of this action research study, I have grown as a teacher to
improve various parts of my own practice from where they were prior. All with the purpose of
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reaching more students and connecting those students with the content of my lessons. A major
element that I would like to carry forward after this study is the review process after a lesson is
given. I want to make sure to set time aside to journal, written or digital, of myself thinking back
through various lessons to better myself the next time I give those lessons; as well as to be able
to scaffold and build future lessons to meet the learning needs of the students in the classroom.
Whether that is specific modifications, areas students did not score well in, classroom
management techniques, informal feedback given to students, or parts of lessons that simply
need covered again. All of this can be done by taking the time to reflect on any given lesson to
allow for keeping a growth mindset and students at the center of what we as teachers are doing.
Another part of this research study moving forward that I would like to look at is how
does this current data and information carry over and hold true to when I am leading and running
my own classroom. The reason being that I am currently under a mentor teacher and this mentor
teacher set the precedence for most expectations at the beginning of the term (both I took the
majority of the class over). I am wanting to look at these questions or similar ones to be able to
understand where I am at when running my own professional classroom to see if there are any
overlapping themes or if I will find other areas for my own professional development.
Summary
It is evident from the research within chapter 2 and from data that I have collected that
building a student-centered and welcoming environment has a large positive impact on student
learning, as well as motivational levels toward learning. Keeping students motivated has several
important influences: showing up to class, participation, safety, determination, and helps to build
relationships among peers and with the teacher. Part of building s student-centered classroom
environment is building lessons plans. Lessons plans, good ones, need to be well thought out and
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planned with care. Making sure to think through modifications to meet all the students needs in
class as well as to be aware of classroom management strategies that will be needed at certain
points in the lesson. Physical education can have a lot of transitions and moving parts.
Maintaining a quality time on task and student-centered approach to teaching needs to be
planned out in advance and written with a detailed lesson plan to refer back to.
Finally, being aware of feedback and using feedback strategically can greatly benefit both
the teacher and students. When giving feedback to students we as educators need to keep in mind
the motivational aspects to learning and recall that we need to be giving positive feedback that is
encouraging not relying only on corrective feedback to see desired results. Keeping students
engaged can be challenging at times, encouragement and a positive verbal reward can go along
ways it students continuing to safely participate in class. As teachers we also need to be aware of
the feedback, we are getting from student scores on assessments. Student scores can give the
instructor feedback on areas that were not covered well, or that students simply had a difficult
time comprehending during the lessons. What this does is gives teachers feedback on areas that
need to be covered or discussed again, possibly in a different format than previously used.
From looking at the evidence that was collected over the course of this research study it has
shown me that implementing a student-centered approach to teaching increases students’
motivation to do work, engagement in the material, and time on task. Not only that, but from
reviewing my own teaching methods, instructional material, and mentor feedback I learned that
with this intervention I am able to spend more time working with students one on one. Allowing
me as the instructor to give individual feedback, instruction, guidance, and differentiate on a
personal level to help guide all students in the classroom. Through this I believe students were
able to grasp a deeper understanding of the content within the lessons. Also, I was able to build
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personable relationships with my students, increasing their comfortable levels and confidence
levels within my classroom.
The data that was gathered is promising, but there is still work to be done. As I continue
throughout my teaching career, differentiation among students will only become more important
to recognize within my classrooms. Keeping a growth mind set as a teaching will allow myself to
reach more students in terms of their understanding of the content and their motivational levels
inside of my classroom. This research project has helped me, and is an important step in the right
direction, to become a better teacher. Within this research project there is hard evidence around
the importance of evaluating myself as a teacher through the feedback from my students and has
proven that being open to adjustments within your classroom helps educate students.
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Appendix A: Lesson Plans

Lesson Plan 3

Teacher Candidate: James Leach

Date of Lesson: 3.11.22

Lesson Title/Description: Cornhole
Lesson # 3 of

7

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 77 Minutes

Standards:
Standard 2. The
physically literate
individual applies
knowledge of
concepts, principles,
strategies and tactics
related to movement
and performance.

Central Focus:

Learning Targets:
-

Students will focus on strategies
and techniques of cornhole
through a high number repetitions
during game play.

-

-

Students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to
underhand throw a cornhole
bag with proper technique.
Students will remain active
for at least 50 minutes of the
77 minutes of class time.
Students will successful be
able to play the game of
cornhole.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
-

-

At the start of this unit students were asked various terms and vocabulary that related to
cornhole to find where students background knowledge of the game stood.
Students were given time to play as they desired prior to this lesson. Which gives the
teacher time to observe the students’ skills and gather feedback on the ability of the current
students.
Last lesson students participated in a round-robin style game play bracket. Teams were
organized in a way that allowed each team to play a different opponent every time a new
game started.

How I know the students have this:
Last lesson students participated in game play while keeping score. Students were able to participate
in cornhole following the outlined rules or the class while being safe and respectful toward their
peers. Students last class were reminded about various tossing techniques and instructed to attempt
tossing bags at various heights to see if it made a difference on their success rate of landing the
beanbag on the cornhole board. Knowing this through observation and verbal conversation last
lesson I know that students will be able to participate in a round-robin format of play while keeping
score.
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
-

Bag Spin
Cornhole board.
Cornhole bag
Rally
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Underhand
Follow-through
Blocker (when one team blocks the front of the cornhole hole with their team’s bag)
Wash (when both teams score the same number of points in one turn, no points are
awarded)

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
-

Students will be able demonstrate their grasp of the academic language through proper
game play. During game play I will be able to move around all side of the gym and
communicate with various students during game play. Through large amounts of both
positive and corrective feedback I will be able to verbally support and assess students
understanding of cornhole strategies and academic language surrounding the game rules
and game play.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Various strategies, techniques, and rules within the game of cornhole are similar to that of other
activities (Lawn-Darts, Horseshoes, Ladder golf, Bowling). Through the relationship and
communication of these example games students will be able to take past experiences and connect
it to the current game that they are playing, cornhole.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
-

-

-

This class has a high number of high needs learners. There are several students who
participate in the class through walking around the outside of the gym, or dribbling a
basketball. These specific students have a learning specialist in class to support them.
Game play has been modified for all students to help with keeping score and overall game
play. Scoring for this unit is “straight up”, meaning that no points are washed. If a team lands
a bag on the board or in the hole they are rewarded for those points.
Teams do have the opportunity to agree upon playing the “Wash” rule, but it must be
agreed upon prior to the start of game play for that round.
The boards have also been moved from an official distance of 27 feet to a closer distance
apart.

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
-

I have a computer for attendance submission, students are not required and do not need
computer to participate in this lesson.
Basketball hoop remote control. The basketball hoops must be moved into the upright
position before game play.

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
-

Cornhole boards (10 sets of 2)
Cornhole bags (4 red and 4 blue for each cornhole board set)
Teacher computer
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Round-Robin Bracket
Boards and bags should be set up and ready to go at the start of class
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be
sure they are engaged in the learning.
Motivation/Hook:

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement
that you’ll include / watch for to monitor
student learning
Motivation/Hook:

Students will be instructed to think about
what strategy, technique, or general part
of game play within the game of cornhole
that they would like to practice or improve
on while attendance is being taken.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Students will participate through remaining
on their attendance role lines while
brainstorming on what strategy, technique,
or general part of game play within the game
of badminton that they would like to practice
or improve on.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teacher will instruct students to walk or
jog around the outside of the court. As
students move around the gym the
teacher will be communicating with them
about what the next lesson will be. (The
next lesson will be starting a doubleelimination tournament bracket)
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Students will be moving around the outside
of the gym for 5 straight minutes, either
walking or jogging. Students will also be
instructed to listen to the teacher while an
explanation of what the next lesson will be.
With the idea of helping students be
prepared when they arrive to class next.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

10 Min. Teacher will instruct students to line up on
the side of the court facing toward the
middle of the court. Students will be told
to perform various locomotor skills
(jogging, skipping, walking, etc.). Students
will also perform various dynamic
stretches that will be directed by the
teacher.
Stretches:
- Stork walk
- A skips
- Knee hugs
- Quad walks
- Frankenstein walks
- Walking toe touches
- Lateral jumping jacks (down and
back)
- Karaoke (down and back)
- Shuffle lean

Students will perform various locomotor and
dynamic stretches as part of their warm up
routine for this unit. Students will perform
skills such as (jogging, skipping, walking,
etc.). Students will also perform various
dynamic stretches as part of their warm up.
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Spider man walks

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
The teacher will ask all students if there
are any questions regarding tossing
10 Min. technique, game play, rules, scoring,
anything related to cornhole that might
have come up from participating in game
play last lesson.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Students will be able to observe and ask
questions as needed about the techniques of
playing cornhole and the game play rules of
cornhole.

Tossing technique:
- Hold bag in dominate or throwing
hand as desired (comfortable)
- Swing arm backwards (behind
body) to build up momentum
- Swing arm forward (in front of
body) as the opposite leg steps
forward at the same time as arm
starts to move forward.
- Release cornhole bag as the stride
foot lands.
Game Play:
- 1 point for a cornhole bag on the
board
- 3 points for a cornhole bag going
through the hole
- Students are to practice keeping
score but it does not matter.
Students will play for a set time of
10 minutes before rotating.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Teacher will explain how the round-robin
30 Min. style of game play will work. Teams are
already placed into a bracket that will
rotate through game play. Allowing all
teams to play each other at least one time.
Teams will be preassigned boards for the
first round of game play.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Students will be able to observe and ask
questions as needed about the techniques of
playing cornhole and the game play rules of
cornhole.

After each game the winning team must
come report their score to the teacher. This
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will be used for seeding during tournament
play during the culmination of this unit.

Team 1 vs. Team 14
Team 2 vs. Team 13
Team 3 vs. Team 12
Team 4 vs. Team 11
Team 5 vs. Team 10
Team 6 vs. Team 9
Team 7 vs. Team 8

**Team 1 will remain in the same spot.
Every other team will within the bracket
will rotate clockwise one position.
Matching them up with a new team each
time a new game begins.
Teaching OR Group OR
10 Min. Independent Application:
Teacher will instruct students to all come
to half court of the gym floor. The teacher
will explain what the closing activity for
the day is.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Students will get two attempts in the closing
activity to slide a cornhole bag from one end
of the court to the other. Trying to get the
cornhole bag to stop sliding as close to the
opposite baseline as possible.

Students will be instructed to, one at a
time, slide a cornhole bag from one end of
the court to the other end. The goal is to
get the cornhole bag to land as close to
the opposite end of the courts baseline as
possible.
As bags get closer than the others remove
the cornhole bags that are furthest away
and allow other students to attempt
sliding a bag. Each student gets 2
attempts.
Closure:

Closure:

Teacher will instruct students how to
properly put away the cornhole boards
and bags. Teacher will also show students
where the cornhole boards and bags are
stored.

Students will participate in putting all of the
equipment away properly as teacher
instruction says.

7 Min.
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Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Through allowing students a high number of opportunities to participate in the game play of
cornhole it allows for students to self-learn and learn through trial and error. Having a high number
of repetitions allows student’s ample opportunity to participate in activity and remain moving for an
extended period of time. Learning through a competitive environment can be beneficial. Having to
learn through trial and error to find success in a short amount of time while working with peers
during game play.
Brinkmann, M. (2017). Repetition and transformation in learning. In Transformative learning meets
Bildung (pp. 73-83). SensePublishers, Rotterdam.
Baofu Wang, & Senlin Chen. (2021). Sport Education for Social Competence in K-12 Physical
Education. Quest (00336297), 73(4), 391–409. https://doiorg.ezproxy.wou.edu/10.1080/00336297.2021.1986410

Lesson Plan 3 Teacher Candidate:

James Leach

Date of Lesson: 4/27/22

Lesson Title/Description: Volleyball
Lesson #

3 of 6

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 77 Minutes

Standards:
PE.1.HS.1: Level 1: Demonstrates
competency in two or more categories for
lifetime activities. Categories:
(Aerobic/cardiovascular activities, outdoor
pursuits, individual-performance activities,
aquatics, net/wall games or target games).

Learning Targets:
- Students will be able to demonstrate the
correct ability to bump and set a volleyball.
- Students will be able to demonstrate passing
with a partner, using a bump or set technique.
- Students will remain active for at least 50
minutes of the 77 minutes of class.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
-

This class has a high number of high needs learners. There are several students who participate in
the class through walking around the outside of the gym, or dribbling a basketball. These specific
students have a learning specialist in class to support them.
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Game play for this lesson has been modified where students will not keep score, rather work
on proper technique of bumping and setting the volleyball.
Students will be able to participate in game play with no out of bounds lines, no points
awarded.
The height of the nets has been modified for students during game play.

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
-

Volleyballs
Posts
Nets
Computer
Clipboard

Procedure: Teacher Does……….

Procedure: Students Do……..

Time

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

Students will be instructed to think
about what strategy, technique, or
general part of game play within the
game of volleyball that they may
already know or have used prior to this
lesson.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Students will participate through remaining on their
attendance role lines while brainstorming on what
strategy, technique, or general part of game play
within the game of volleyball that they would like to
practice or improve on.

5 Min.

10 Min. Teacher will instruct students to line up
on the side of the court facing toward
the middle of the court. Students will
be told to perform various locomotor
skills (jogging, skipping, walking, etc.).
Students will also perform various
dynamic stretches that will be directed
by the teacher.
Stretches:
- Stork walk
- A skips
- Knee hugs
- Quad walks
- Frankenstein walks
- Walking toe touches
- Lateral jumping jacks (down and
back)

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Students will perform various locomotor and
dynamic stretches as part of their warm up routine
for this unit. Students will perform skills such as
(jogging, skipping, walking, etc.). Students will also
perform various dynamic stretches as part of their
warm up.
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Karaoke (down and back)
Shuffle lean
Spider man walks

Teaching/Group
Application/Independent
Application:
Teachers will instruct students to
10 Min. participate in what is called the
fitness circuit. Students will walk for
ten continuous minutes around the
gym floor, upstairs, around the
outside of the gym, down stairs
continually for the set time.

8 Min.
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Teaching/Group Application/Independent
Application:
Students will participate by following teacher
instruction and walking for the entire ten minutes
that is set out for the fitness circuit.

Teaching/Group
Application/Independent
Application:

Teaching/Group Application/Independent
Application:

The teacher will introduce the basic
rules of the game.
-6 people on a court (If more than 6
on a team students will rotate out of
gameplay for one turn before rotating
back in)
-How they rotate and where they
stand
-Games go to 15
-The ball cannot be hit more than 3
times
-When the ball touches the floor the
other team gets the point
-Going over where the out of bounds
is and what it means.

Students will be given this time to ask questions
and clarify what is being said by the teacher. The
student will also walk through the instructions
with the teacher so that it is tailored to different
learning styles. (Everyone stands around the out
of bounds line, 6 people stand in the position
spots). This adds a visual of what is being
explained verbally.
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Teaching/Group
Application/Independent
Application
All students will be instructed to get
10 Min. with a group (counting off 1-6) and
get one volleyball. Students will then
be asked to walk through what a
rotation would look like. (Extra
students on the side and they rotate
in following the other team scoring a
point).

Teaching/Group
Application/Independent
Application
Each side will then be given a ball and
10 Min. they can practice passing, setting and
serving as well as working on calling
for the ball. (me, me, me) This gives
them the techniques, skills and safety
awareness to be comfortable playing
next to another student.
Teaching/Group
Application/Independent
Application
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Teaching/Group Application/Independent
Application
Students will be given time to practice with their
said team following the correct rules. Students
will safely participate with their team without a
ball to break it down.

Teaching/Group Application/Independent
Application
Students will be given time to practice with their
team using the correct passing, serving and hitting
techniques. Students will safely participate with
their team to practice.

Teaching/Group Application/Independent
Application

20 Min. Teacher will instruct students to
participate in modified game play
with their team using both the
passing, setting, serving and spiking
techniques.
Closure:

Students will safely and respectfully participate
with their teams using all their techniques they
have learned to see where adjustments need to be
made.

5 Min.

Students will be able to demonstrate, visually for
the teacher, the proper positions and rules.
Students will be able to ask questions based
around the lesson today.

Students will be asked to visually
show the teacher where the 6 players
need to stand. Students will be
prompted to answer which (position
they liked best and why?)

Closure:
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Assessment
1. Evidence collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Students will be assessed by the teacher using teacher observation throughout the lesson on the
correct techniques during modified game play. The teacher will provide feedback based on the
observation. The teacher will also collect formative assessment using a rubric for the rules and
techniques or skill that is being worked on.
2. Summative assessment is __3___ days after this lesson.

Lesson Plan

1 Teacher Candidate: James Leach

Date of Lesson: 3.4.22

Lesson Title/Description: Cornhole
Lesson #

1 of 7

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 77 Minutes

Standards:

Central Focus:

Standard 2. The
physically literate
individual applies
knowledge of
concepts, principles,
strategies and tactics
related to movement
and performance.

Students will focus on strategies
and techniques of cornhole
through a high number repetitions
during game play.

Learning Targets:
-

-

-

Students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to
throw a cornhole bag with
proper technique.
Students will remain active
for at least 50 minutes of the
77 minutes of class time.
Students will successful be
able to play the game of
cornhole.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
-

At the start of this unit students were asked various terms and vocabulary that related to
cornhole to find where students background knowledge of the game stood.
Students were given time to play as they desired within this lesson. Which gives the teacher
time to observe the students’ skills and gather feedback on the ability of the current
students.

How I know the students have this:
In our last unit students were able to play the game of badminton appropriately and with proper
technique. I know that students will be able to keep score of their games based off of the last unit
we did and the scoring process. The footwork of tossing a cornhole bag will be similar to the
footwork of hitting a birdie. Students will be directed to step with the opposite foot that they throw
the bean bag with. The arm motion will be related to the underhand serve of badminton. Students
will be instructed to swing their arm backwards, toward the sky, and then step and follow-through
with the arm swing forward.
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Academic language that will be used in lesson:
-

Cornhole board.
Cornhole bag
Rally
Underhand
Follow-through
Blocker (when one team blocks the front of the cornhole hole with their team’s bag)
Wash (when both teams score the same number of points in one turn, no points are
awarded)

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
-

Students will be able demonstrate their grasp of the academic language through proper
game play. During game play I will be able to move around all side of the gym and
communicate with various students during game play. Through large amounts of both
positive and corrective feedback I will be able to verbally support and assess students
understanding of cornhole strategies and academic language surrounding the game rules
and game play.

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Various strategies, techniques, and rules within the game of cornhole are similar to that of other
activities (Lawn-Darts, Horseshoes, Ladder golf, Bowling). Through the relationship and
communication of these example games students will be able to take past experiences and connect
it to the current game that they are playing, cornhole.

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
-

-

-

This class has a high number of high needs learners. There are several students who
participate in the class through walking around the outside of the gym, or dribbling a
basketball. These specific students have a learning specialist in class to support them.
Game play has been modified for all students to help with keeping score and overall game
play. Scoring for this unit is “straight up”, meaning that no points are washed. If a team lands
a bag on the board or in the hole they are rewarded for those points.
The boards have also been moved from an official distance of 27 feet to a closer distance
apart.
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What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
-

I have a computer for attendance submission, students are not required and do not need
computer to participate in this lesson.
Basketball hoop remote control. The basketball hoops must be moved into the upright
position before game play.

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
-

Time
5 Min.

Cornhole boards (10 sets of 2)
Cornhole bags (4 red and 4 blue for each cornhole board set)
Teacher computer
Boards and bags should be set up and ready to go at the start of class

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be
sure they are engaged in the learning.
Motivation/Hook:

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement
that you’ll include / watch for to monitor
student learning
Motivation/Hook:

Students will be instructed to think about
what strategy, technique, or general part
of game play within the game of cornhole
that they would like to practice or
improve on while attendance is being
taken.

Students will participate through remaining
on their attendance role lines while
brainstorming on what strategy, technique,
or general part of game play within the game
of badminton that they would like to
practice or improve on.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

The teacher will instruct students to
continuously move around the outside of
the gym (walk, jogging, skipping) for 2-3
minutes.

Students will perform continuous movement
around the gym for the entire 2-3 minutes.

2 Min.
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teacher will instruct students to line up
on the side of the court facing toward the
middle of the court. Students will be told
to perform various locomotor skills
(jogging, skipping, walking, etc.). Students
will also perform various dynamic
stretches that will be directed by the
teacher.

Students will start out by jogging or walking
around the outside of the gym. Students will
also perform various locomotor skills
(jogging, skipping, walking, etc.). Students
will also perform various dynamic stretches
as part of their warm up.

Stretches:
- Stork walk
- A skips
- Knee hugs
- Quad walks
- Frankenstein walks
- Walking toe touches
- Lateral jumping jacks (down and
back)
- Karaoke (down and back)
- Shuffle lean
- Spider man walks
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

The teacher will instruct students on the
proper mechanics of tossing a cornhole
bag through verbal explanation and
physical demonstration. The teacher will
also share and instruct the rules of corn
hole.

Students will be able to observe and ask
questions as needed about the techniques of
playing cornhole and the game play rules of
cornhole.

8 Min.

Tossing technique:
- Hold bag in dominate or throwing
hand as desired (comfortable)
- Swing arm backwards (behind
body) to build up momentum
- Swing arm forward (in front of
body) as the opposite leg steps
forward at the same time as arm
starts to move forward.
- Release cornhole bag as the
stride foot lands.
Game Play:
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-

50 Min.
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1 point for a cornhole bag on the
board
3 points for a cornhole bag going
through the hole
First team that scores 21 wins
(win by 2)
Teams must agree prior to the
start of play if they are going to
be using the WASH rule or play
straight up
If a cornhole bag gets pushed off
of the board before the round is
over the point/s do not count

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teacher will direct students to their
assigned cornhole court and allow
students to play within game play and no
scoring.

Students will have the ability to practice
tossing the cornhole bags and playing the
game of cornhole at free will. Meaning that
students are going to be given the time to
practice and attempt different techniques of
tossing the cornhole bags.

Teacher will place students at various
cornhole courts around the gym every 10
minutes.
Closure:

Closure:

Teacher will instruct students how to
properly put away the cornhole boards
and bags. Teacher will also show students
where the cornhole boards and bags are
stored.

Students will participate in putting all of the
equipment away properly as teacher
instruction says.

5 Min.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
A lot of this lesson will be assessed through observation and overall participation within the game of
cornhole and the warm up for the class. Students will be graded on their participation in the class
and their ability to participate in the game of cornhole. Students need to be moving for at least 50
minutes of the 77-minute lesson.
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Through allowing students a high number of opportunities to participate in the game play of
cornhole it allows for students to self-learn and learn through trial and error. Having a high number
of repetitions allows student’s ample opportunity to participate in activity and remain moving for an
extended period of time. Learning through a competitive environment can be beneficial. Having to
learn through trial and error to find success in a short amount of time while working with peers
during game play.
Brinkmann, M. (2017). Repetition and transformation in learning. In Transformative learning meets
Bildung (pp. 73-83). SensePublishers, Rotterdam.
Baofu Wang, & Senlin Chen. (2021). Sport Education for Social Competence in K-12 Physical
Education. Quest (00336297), 73(4), 391–409. https://doiorg.ezproxy.wou.edu/10.1080/00336297.2021.1986410

Lesson Plan 5

Teacher Candidate:

James Leach

Date of Lesson: 3.17.22

Lesson Title/Description: Cornhole
Lesson # 5

of 7 Time Allotted for this Lesson: 77 Minutes

Standards:
Standard 2. The
physically literate
individual applies
knowledge of
concepts, principles,
strategies and tactics
related to movement
and performance.

Central Focus:

Learning Targets:
-

Students will focus on strategies
and techniques of cornhole
through a high number repetitions
during game play.

-

-

Students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to
throw a cornhole bag with
proper technique.
Students will remain active
for at least 50 minutes of the
77 minutes of class time.
Students will successful be
able to play the game of
cornhole.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
-

-

At the start of this unit students were asked various terms and vocabulary that related to
cornhole to find where students background knowledge of the game stood.
Students were given time to play as they desired prior to this lesson. Which gives the
teacher time to observe the students’ skills and gather feedback on the ability of the current
students.
Last lesson students participated in a round-robin style game play bracket. Teams were
organized in a way that allowed each team to play a different opponent every time a new
game started.
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How I know the students have this:
Last lesson students participated in game play while keeping score. Students were able to participate
in cornhole following the outlined rules or the class while being safe and respectful toward their
peers. Students last class were reminded about various tossing techniques and instructed to attempt
tossing bags at various heights to see if it made a difference on their success rate of landing the
beanbag on the cornhole board. Knowing this through observation and verbal conversation last
lesson I know that students will be able to participate in a double-elimination tournament format of
play while keeping score.
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
-

Bag Spin
Cornhole board.
Cornhole bag
Rally
Underhand
Follow-through
Blocker (when one team blocks the front of the cornhole hole with their team’s bag)
Wash (when both teams score the same number of points in one turn, no points are
awarded)
Double-Elimination

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
-

Students will be able demonstrate their grasp of the academic language through proper
game play. During game play I will be able to move around all side of the gym and
communicate with various students during game play. Through large amounts of both
positive and corrective feedback I will be able to verbally support and assess students
understanding of cornhole strategies and academic language surrounding the game rules
and game play.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Various strategies, techniques, and rules within the game of cornhole are similar to that of other
activities (Lawn-Darts, Horseshoes, Ladder golf, Bowling). Through the relationship and
communication of these example games students will be able to take past experiences and connect
it to the current game that they are playing, cornhole.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
-

This class has a high number of high needs learners. There are several students who
participate in the class through walking around the outside of the gym, or dribbling a
basketball. These specific students have a learning specialist in class to support them.
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-

Game play has been modified for all students to help with keeping score and overall game
play. Scoring for this unit is “straight up”, meaning that no points are washed. If a team lands
a bag on the board or in the hole they are rewarded for those points.
- Teams do have the opportunity to agree upon playing the “Wash” rule, but it must be
agreed upon prior to the start of game play for that round.
- The boards have also been moved from an official distance of 27 feet to a closer distance
apart.
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
-

I have a computer for attendance submission, students are not required and do not need
computer to participate in this lesson.
Basketball hoop remote control. The basketball hoops must be moved into the upright
position before game play.

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
-

Time

5 Min.

Cornhole boards (10 sets of 2)
Cornhole bags (4 red and 4 blue for each cornhole board set)
Teacher computer
Double-Elimination Tournament Bracket
Boards and bags should be set up and ready to go at the start of class
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
Include evidence of student engagement
observe and check with students to be
that you’ll include / watch for to monitor
sure they are engaged in the learning.
student learning
Motivation/Hook:
Motivation/Hook:
Students will be instructed to think about
what strategy, technique, or general part
of game play within the game of cornhole
that they would like to practice or improve
on while attendance is being taken.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

5 Min.

The teacher will review the two videos
that the students were asked to watch as
homework before arriving to class today.
Students will be asked to share anything
that they found interesting or a question
that they might have.
The teacher will also ask a series of
questions regarding cornhole technique,
strategies, rules, and about the videos in
general.

Students will participate through remaining
on their attendance role lines while
brainstorming on what strategy, technique,
or general part of game play within the game
of badminton that they would like to practice
or improve on.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Students will be a able to share their
thoughts about the videos from their Canvas
homework. Students were asked to watch
two videos. One that explained the rules and
generally how to play the game. While the
other video was of professional cornhole
players playing an official game.
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Teacher will instruct students to line up on
10 Min. the baseline of the court. Teacher will
then instruct the rules of Red Light –
Green Light and ask if a student would like
to volunteer to start the game.
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Students will participate in Red Light – Green
Light for their warm up activity. Students will
be able to lead the game as well as
participate within the game.

(If no student wants to volunteer the
teacher will pick a student or volunteer to
lead themselves)

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
10 Min. Teacher will instruct students to line up on
the side of the court facing toward the
middle of the court. Students will be told
to perform various locomotor skills
(jogging, skipping, walking, etc.). Students
will also perform various dynamic
stretches that will be directed by the
teacher.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Students will perform various locomotor and
dynamic stretches as part of their warm up
routine for this unit. Students will perform
skills such as (jogging, skipping, walking,
etc.). Students will also perform various
dynamic stretches as part of their warm up.

Stretches:
- Stork walk
- A skips
- Knee hugs
- Quad walks
- Frankenstein walks
- Walking toe touches
- Lateral jumping jacks (down and
back)
- Karaoke (down and back)
- Shuffle lean
- Spider man walks

Teaching OR Group OR

Teaching OR Group OR
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Independent Application:
40 Min. Teacher will explain what will happen
when a team has lost two games and let
students know that they will be placed
into round-robin play. As teams continue
to win, they will be able to earn byes and
move on toward the final round of the
double-elimination tournament.
Rules:
-

First team to 15 wins
Play Walsh Rule or Straight Up
Old persons team gets to go first
1 point for a cornhole bag on the
board
3 points for a cornhole bag going
through the hole in the board
Tiebreaker goes to the team with
the most overall points scored

After a team loses twice, the team is
placed back into a round-robin style of
game play. This is to allow all students to
keep working on their skills and remain
active.
Double-Elimination Bracket:
-

Team 1 vs. Team 14
Team 2 vs. Team 13
Team 3 vs. Team 12
Team 4 vs. Team 11
Team 5 vs. Team 10
Team 6 vs. Team 9
Team 7 vs. Team 8

**One or two teams may have a first
round by depending on number of
students that day in class or record from
the round-robin game play in previous
lessons.
Robin-robin Bracket:
There are 14 teams in the bracket.
-

Team 1 vs. Team 14
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Independent Application:
Students will be able to play and ask
questions as needed about the techniques of
playing cornhole and the game play rules of
cornhole.

After each game the winning team must
come report their score to the teacher. This
will be used for tournament bracket to be
filled out and for tiebreaker ruling.
During game play students will be able to
practice on different skills while being active
and playing cornhole. Students will also have
the opportunity to practice different
strategies to score more points than the
other players.
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- Team 2 vs. Team 13
- Team 3 vs. Team 12
- Team 4 vs. Team 11
- Team 5 vs. Team 10
- Team 6 vs. Team 9
- Team 7 vs. Team 8
Closure:
The teacher will instruct students set all
cornhole bags on the board.
7 Min.
The teacher will then ask the students to
answer two questions as a class. These are
questions that the students have been
asked prior.
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Closure:
Students will have the opportunity to share
their thoughts around the technique of
aiming, tossing, and landing a cornhole bags
on the board. Students will also be able to
verbally explain what one or both of the
styles are for keeping score while playing
cornhole.

1. What have we found to be the
most effective ways to
successfully aim, toss and land the
cornhole bags on the opposing
teams board?
2. What are the two styles of
keeping score while playing
cornhole?
3. Did you notice a difference in the
way that you play the game from
tossing technique or scoring
strategies from the time we
started playing round-robin game
play too now during tournament
play?

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Teacher observation is going to be the most common form of assessment during this unit. Students
are to be participating safely and respectful with their peers while play the game of cornhole. As
long as students are participating for the day, they will receive points.
Students will also be assessed on the accurate use of the rules. Being able to play the game of
cornhole means needing to know the rules of the game. As student play and come to the teacher to
report their scores they will periodically be asked questions about the rules of the game for checkins.
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Through allowing students a high number of opportunities to participate in the game play of
cornhole it allows for students to self-learn and learn through trial and error. Having a high number
of repetitions allows student’s ample opportunity to participate in activity and remain moving for an
extended period of time. Learning through a competitive environment can be beneficial. Having to
learn through trial and error to find success in a short amount of time while working with peers
during game play.
Brinkmann, M. (2017). Repetition and transformation in learning. In Transformative learning meets
Bildung (pp. 73-83). SensePublishers, Rotterdam.
Baofu Wang, & Senlin Chen. (2021). Sport Education for Social Competence in K-12 Physical
Education. Quest (00336297), 73(4), 391–409. https://doiorg.ezproxy.wou.edu/10.1080/00336297.2021.1986410

Lesson Plan: Wellness Teacher Candidate: James Leach Date of Lesson: 2/9/22
Lesson Title/Description: Dimensions of Wellness
Lesson #
5

1 of

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 87 minutes

Standard 2: Students will
analyze the influence of
family, peers, culture, media,
technology, and other factors
on health behaviors.
Standard 6: Students will
demonstrate the ability to use
goal-setting skills to enhance
health.
Standard 4: Students will
demonstrate the ability to use
interpersonal communication
skills to enhance health and
avoid or reduce health risks.

Central Focus:
- There are eight
dimensions of
wellness to each
individual’s life.
Wellness is
something that is
unique to the
person, and that
we all are all in
charge of our
own wellness of
life.

Learning Targets:
- Key terms that related
to health and the
dimensions of wellness.
Students will
demonstrate
understanding of their
own wellness through
applying content from
lessons to their own
lives.
- Wellness, dimension,
emotional wellness,
environmental wellness,
financial wellness,
intellectual wellness,
occupational wellness,
physical wellness, social
wellness, spiritual
wellness, SMART goals,
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introvert, extrovert,
personality types.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
-

-

I have had student take a pre-test prior to this lesson to understand what knowledge
or skills that students already have headed into this unit. Knowing this will give me a
good understanding of where to start and how in-depth I can go with some of the
content.
Also, at the start of the semester as a class we have a discussion around what
Wellness is and had a questions and answer activity between students and teacher
to discover what students already know.

How I know the students have this:
I tested them prior to this unit about all content that we will eventually cover (Pre-Test).
This is what will allow me to know if students have the prior knowledge or not.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
- Develop
- Analyze
- Create
- Demonstrate
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
-

Students will have the opportunity to use the academic language throughout the
group project. Students will be able to use appropriate academic language during
the presentation aspect of the lesson. I will be able to support this growth in
academic language throughout the work time for students as a move about the
classroom interacting with all of the groups. This is a lesson where students dive into
the lesson and are able to get experience and hands on learning.

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and
or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the lesson:
Students will be asked to connect the current information with their own lives. What do
each of the eight dimensions of wellness look like in their own lives. Students will be able to
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related the dimensions of wellness to their own lives. I will bring in examples from
community of Tigard to show realistic connection to the material being covered in class.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
Through interaction with learning specialist and councilors I have been able to find
appropriate accommodations for all of my students who are on an IEP, 504, or are listed as
an ELL student.
-

Translated assignments
Translated notes
Google Slides uploaded to Canvas prior to class
Video resources upload to our Canvas
Teacher Assistant
Notecards to address name pronunciation
Highlighted Google Slides for not taking (let student know what is important to write
down)

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
-

Chromebooks
Timers
Music
UC Davies Website for Dimensions of Wellness
Voiceover presentations

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
-

Chromebooks
Timers
Music
UC Davies Website for Dimensions of Wellness
Voiceover presentations
Translated assignments
Translated notes
Google Slides uploaded to Canvas prior to class
Video resources upload to our Canvas
Teacher Assistant
Notecards to address name pronunciation
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Highlighted Google Slides for not taking (let student know what is important to write
down)

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways
you’ll observe and check with students
to be sure they are engaged in the
learning.
Motivation/Hook:

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement
that you’ll include / watch for to
monitor student learning

At the beginning of class teacher will
introduce the eight demission’s of
wellness to the students. By doing this
it allows students to have some
autonomy in their learning and
understand that what we are going to
be talking about in class is going to vary
based on the student and the results
about who they are and their
personalities.

Students will be asked to share possible
examples with their own lives what each
of these dimensions looks like. Students
will also have the opportunity to share
what their thoughts or ideas might be
regarding the dimensions of wellness in
other people’s lives or life in general to
give examples.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

I will introduce and show students the
UC Davis website that we will be using
to gain the information the create the
posters and share with the class.

Students will be able to explore and
practice navigating through the website.
Students will be able to ask questions and
receive guidance the entire time they are
using the website from myself or their
peers.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teacher will provide students with
guidance of what needs to be on the
informational poster. The teacher will

Students will be able to look at,
references, ask questions about the
presentation and example posters prior

Motivation/Hook:
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also have examples to show/share as
references.

to being released to work with their
groups and use the UC Davis website to
create their posters.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

I will divide students into groups for
their partners to work with for the
creation of the group presentation. I
will also assign each group their
individual dimensions to create their
poster around.

Students will work together, within their
assigned group, to generate an
informational poster to present to the
class.

Closure:

Closure:

Teacher will review the eight different
dimensions of wellness with the entire
class to close the lesson. Teacher will
review all eight and specifically any of
the dimensions that did not get covered
via students’ presentation.

Students will have the opportunity to ask
questions to clarify any confusion within
each dimension. Students will also be
able to ask questions to their peers about
the various dimensions.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and
learning collected during/as a result of this lesson:
-

Students will be asked to create a group poster that will then at the end of
class/after the group presentation to the class I will collect these posters as
assessment. Most feedback will be given directly in class. As groups present their
posters, I will be able to add and/or moderate the information that is being shared
via the presentations.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Group work is a great way to promote safe and responsible interactions with studentstudent interactions. The idea behind having students work in groups is it allows skills of
communication, collaboration, respects, self-determination, and help students increase
their ability to divide work among a group to accomplish a common goal.

